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Abstract

In this thesis, digital signal processing (DSP) algorithms are studied to compensate for physical layer impairments in optical fiber coherent communication systems. The physical layer impairments investigated in this thesis include optical fiber chromatic dispersion, polarization demultiplexing, light sources frequency and phase offset and phase noise. The studied DSP algorithms are considered as key building blocks in digital coherent receivers for the next generation of optical communication systems such as 112-Gb/s dual polarization (DP) quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) optical transmission links.

Highlight results presented in this PhD thesis include three areas. First, we present an experimental demonstration of enhanced tolerance to phase noise using pilot-tone-aided phase noise mitigation DSP algorithms. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first experimental demonstration of high phase noise tolerance of 40-Gb/s coherent DP-QPSK systems using vertical cavity surface emitting lasers (VCSELs) as transmitter and local oscillator lasers. Second, in order to fulfill the strict constrains of spectral efficiency, this thesis shows the pioneering experimental demonstration of high spectrum narrowing tolerance 112-Gb/s DP-QPSK optical coherent systems using digital adaptive equalizer. The demonstrated results show that off-line DSP algorithms are able to reduce the bit error rate (BER) penalty induced by signal spectrum narrowing. Third, we also investigate bi-directional transmission of carrierless amplitude and phase (CAP) modulation format signal. In this thesis we focus on the experimental demonstration of DSP channel estimation implementations with CAP signal in the bi-directional optical transmission system.

Furthermore this thesis proposes reconfigurable and ultra dense wavelength division multiplex (U-DWDM) optical coherent systems based on 10-Gbaud QPSK. We report U-DWDM 1.2-Tb/s QPSK coherent system achieving spectral efficiency of 4.0-bit/s/Hz. In the experimental demon-
stration, digital decision feed back equalizer (DFE) algorithms and a finite impulse response (FIR) equalizer algorithms are implemented to reduce the inter channel interference (ICI). This PhD thesis also investigates a parallel block-divided overlapped chromatic dispersion DSP compensation algorithm. The essential benefit of using a parallel chromatic dispersion compensation algorithm is that it demands less hardware requirements than a conventional serial chromatic dispersion compensation algorithm.

In conclusion, the digital signal processing algorithms presented in this thesis have shown to improve the performance of digital assisted coherent receivers for the next generation of optical fiber transmission links.
Abstrakt

I denne afhandling studeres algorithmer til processering af digitale signaler (digital signal processing - DSP), med det formål at kompensere for fysiske begrænsninger i koherente optiske fiberkommunikationssystemer. De fysiske begrænsninger som adresseres i denne afhandling angår den kromatiske dispersion i fiberen, polarisations demultipleksning, off-set i lyskildernes frekvens og fase, samt fasestøj. De undersøgte DSP algoritmer regnes som kerneelementer i koherente digitale modtagere til brug i fremtidige optiske kommunikationssystemer, såsom 112-Gb/s ”dual polarization (DP) quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK)” optiske transmitionssystemer.

De vigtigste resultater fra denne PhD afhandling kan opdeles i tre områder. Først præsenteres en eksperimental demonstration af forbedret tolerance over for fasestøj med DSP algoritmer som reducerer støj en ”pilot-tone”. Dette er så vidt vides den første eksperimentelle demonstration af høj fasestøjstolerance i 40-Gb/s koherente DP-QPSK systemer baseret på ”vertical cavity surface emitting lasers” (VCSELs). Dernæst præsenteres et pionerforsøg hvor der demonstreres høj tolerance over for spektral begrænsning (”spectral narrowing”) i 112-Gb/s DP-QPSK koherente optiske kommunikationssystemer, hvilket har stor betydning for den spektrale effektivitet. Resultaterne fra dette forsøg viser at off-line DSP algoritmer kan reducere den bit error rate (BER) penalty som opstår pga. den spektrale begrænsning. For det tredje undersøges bi-direktionel transmission af ”carrier-less amplitude- og fase-modulerede” (CAP) signaler. I denne afhandling fokuseres der på den eksperimentelle implementering af DSP baseret kanal estimering i bi-direktionelle optiske transmitionssystemer med CAP signaler.

Denne afhandling indeholder også et forslag til rekonfigurerbare, ”ultradense wavelength division multiplexed” (U-DWDM) optiske koherente systemer baseret på 10-Gbaud QPSK. Vi demonstrerer et U-DWDM 1.2-Tb/s
Abstrakt

QPSK koherent system med en spektral effektivitet på 4.0 bit/s/Hz. I dette eksperiment anvendes såkaldte ”digital decision feed back equalizer” (DFE) og ”finite impulse response (FIR) equalizer” algorithmer til at reducere interferensen mellem kanalerne. Denne afhandling undersøger også en såkaldt ”parallel block-divided overlapped chromatic dispersion DSP compensation” algoritme. Denne algoritme har den væsentlige fordel at den stiller mindre krav til hardwaren i forhold til konventionelle, serielle kromatiske dispersionskompenserings algoritmer.

Det konkluderes at de DSP algoritmer som præsenteres i denne afhandling påviseligt kan forbedre koherent digitale modtagere i den næste generation af optiske transmissionssystemer.
Resumé
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis studies the implementation of digital signal processing algorithms for coherent optical communication systems. In this introduction chapter, we will elaborate on the motivation of this research and explain the significance of digital signal processing for next generation of optical communication systems.

1.1 Motivation

Today’s telecommunication services intensely rely on optical-fiber systems. Such optical communication systems are requested to handle high speed, multi-channels, long-haul signal transmission [1]. Recently, optical coherent 100 Gb/s communication links became a critical technology for communication networks. Moreover, digital signal processing is under consideration as a promising technique for optical signal modulation, fiber transmission, signal detection and dispersion compensation. There are different reasons why the utilization of coherent detection associated digital signal processing can be very beneficial. Firstly, coherent detection is a promising technology to increase optical receiver sensitivity, permitting a greater span loss to be tolerated. Secondly, coherent detection enables supporting of more spectrally efficient modulation formats such as quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) and quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM). And finally, instead of implementing costly physical impairments compensation links, coherent detection allows digital signal processing for compensation of transmission impairments such as chromatic dispersion (CD), polarization mode dispersion (PMD), signal carrier offset, spectrum narrowing, etc. Furthermore, next generation optical transmission systems require adaptive
fitting for time varying transmission impairments such as channel spectrum narrowing and random phase noise. Digital signal processing is a powerful solution for future adaptive optical transmission links.

1.2 State-of-the-art

Since 2007, coherent detection has been considered as the key technology of optical communication systems [2]. Major challenge for future optical transmission systems is the strict frequency band usage limitation, which is measured by spectral efficiency (SE). In order to improve spectral efficiency, coherent detection with advanced modulation formats has become promising solution. The development trend of advanced modulation formats implementation is shown in Figure 1.1 [3].

![Advanced Modulation Formats](figure.png)

**Figure 1.1:** Advanced modulation formats development trend.

Table 1.1 shows recent high spectral efficiency transmission experiment achievements over single mode fiber (SMF) transmission. As it can be noticed, such innovative optical transmission experiment results are all achieved by using coherent detection with digital signal processing implementation [4–8].
1.3 Objective and Scope

The objective and scope of this Ph.D. project is the investigation of various
digital signal processing algorithms for compensation of different types of
optical transmission impairments. For instance, we considered chromatic
dispersion, polarization mode dispersion, signal carrier frequency offset,
phase offset and spectrum narrowing compensation. According to such
targets, this work focuses on system performance improvement by using
novel structure and digital signal processing algorithms.

1.4 Contributions

PAPER 1 provided the first engineering rules for block length of block-
overlap chromatic dispersion (CD) compensation DSP algorithm. We con-
sider block-overlap chromatic dispersion compensation in optical coherent
dual polarization quadrature phase shift keying (DP-QPSK) links. In gen-
eral, proposed algorithm enabled 112 Gb/s DP-QPSK transmission in sim-
ulation with different values of CD, and 20 Gb/s QPSK 40 km SMF trans-
mission with experimental demonstration.

PAPER 2 demonstrated an ultra dense WDM coherent DP-QPSK sys-
tem with sub-channels spaced at baud rate achieving 4.0 b/s/Hz spectral
efficiency and aggregate capacity of 1.2 Tb/s bit rate over 80 km SMF trans-
mission for long reach metro-access networking.

PAPER 3 demonstrated a high spectrum narrowing tolerant 112-Gb/s
QPSK polarization multiplex system based on digital adaptive channel esti-
mation method. The proposed algorithm is able to detect severe spectrum-
narrowed signal even with 20 GHz 3 dB bandwidth.
**PAPER 4** experimentally demonstrated that DSP algorithm of digital non-linear equalization allows for using independent tunable distributed feedback (DFB) lasers spaced at 12.5 GHz for ultra dense WDM PM-QPSK flexible capacity channels for metro networks.

**PAPER 5** experimentally demonstrated ultra dense WDM with advanced digital signal processing. We demonstrated that a digital non-linear equalization allows to mitigate inter-channel interference and improve overall system performance in terms of OSNR. Evaluation of the algorithm and comparison with an ultra dense WDM system with coherent carriers generated from a single laser are also reported.

**PAPER 6** presented an experimental demonstration of a digital optical performance monitoring (OPM) yielding satisfactory estimation accuracy along with adaptive impairment equalization. No observable penalty is measured when equalizer is driven by monitoring module.

**PAPER 7** demonstrated DSP-based optical performance monitoring algorithm for CD monitoring in coherent transport networks. Dispersion accumulated in 40 Gb/s QPSK signal after 80 km SMF transmission is successfully monitored and automatically compensated without prior knowledge of fiber dispersion coefficient. Moreover, four different metrics for assessing CD mitigation are implemented and simultaneously verified proving to have high estimation accuracy.

### 1.5 Structure of the Thesis

This thesis is divided into six chapters. In order to facilitate understanding the work in this thesis, chapter 2 will give an general introduction to the essential theoretical concepts in coherent detection for optical 100 Gb/s transmission systems. Chapter 3 studies off-line DSP impairments compensation algorithms including chromatic dispersion compensation, polarization demultiplexing, carrier recovery, pilot-tone-aided phase noise cancellation, and adaptive spectrum narrowing compensation DSP algorithm for 112 Gb/s DP-QPSK coherent transmission experiment.

In chapter 4, optical advanced modulation formats using multi dimensional carrierless amplitude and phase (CAP) modulation are studied. Chapter 4 focus on experimental demonstration of DSP channel estimation implementations with CAP signal in the bi-directional optical transmission
system.

Chapter 5 will introduce ultra dense wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) optical transmission systems with coherent detection. 1.2 Tb/s dual polarization (DP) QPSK ultra dense WDM experiment results are presented. Moreover, inter channel interference compensation DSP algorithm is also be demonstrated.

Eventually chapter 6 draws the conclusions from the research results of this thesis. Furthermore, chapter 6 presents an outlook about the next generation of optical transmission systems and future DSP evolution.
Chapter 2

Coherent Detection for optical 100 Gb/s Links

2.1 Introduction

Nowadays optical communication networks are severely challenged by enormous growth in the amount of data traffic transported over telecommunication networks [9]. As it is shown in Figure 2.1, fiber transmission systems are the backbone of core and metro access networks. Increasing number of optical line terminals (OLTs) urgently requires rapid growth of transmission system capacity. For instance, data rate demand of core network has developed from 10 Gb/s, 40 Gb/s towards 100 Gb/s.

Figure 2.1: Structure of optical communication links.
Before the first appearance of the prototype erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) [10], there were intensive researches concerning coherent detection techniques [11–15]. Due to the characteristic of receiver sensitivity enhancement, coherent detection was under consideration as a feasible solution for long distance transmission applications [16]. However, since the early of 1990s, employments of EDFA, dispersion compensating fiber (DCF), and on-off keying modulation have emerged as a simple and practical solution for optical communication systems.

During the last decade, capacity demand from telecommunication transports has experienced unprecedented growing [17]. However going towards 100 Gb/s data rate using only binary modulation and intense modulation direct detection (IM/DD) has been proved problematic, due to the mitigation of the increasing impact of fiber transmission impairments such as polarization mode dispersion (PMD) [18].

Meanwhile with the rapid development of integrated circuit [19], analogue to digital conversion processing speed is increasing by a factor of four every five years [20]. For instance, in 2007, reasonable analogue to digital conversion processing speed is 20 GSa/s [21]. In 2012, highly complex and commercial available analogue to digital convertor (ADC) is as fast as 80 GSa/s [22]. Nowadays’ ADC processing capability is possible and practical to perform extensive signal processing at the required data rates such as 100 Gb/s. Therefore coherent detection has come back as a promising solution for high capacity optical transmission link [23–25]. Moreover, in order to implement higher capacity and higher spectral efficiency optical transmission systems, coherent detection with high order modulation formats has been proposed. Different from IM/DD, coherent detection can take advantage of mature developed digital signal processing technique to compensate for fiber transmission impairments.

In chapter 2, basic concepts and theoretical analysis of coherent detection will be introduced. Both of the advantages and disadvantages of coherent detection will be discussed. Chapter 2 is divided into three sections. After introduction, section 2.2 introduces basic concepts of coherent detection for optical 100 Gb/s link. Furthermore, section 2.2 will compare various coherent detection schematics and focus on dual polarization quadrature balanced coherent detection. Finally, section 2.3 presents major transmission impairments associated with optical 100 Gb/s link.
2.2 Theory Overview of Coherent Detection

In coherent detection systems, a complex modulated signal, whose information lies not only on its amplitude but phase as well, can be written as

$$E_S(t) = A_S(t) \exp[i(\omega_S t + \phi_S)],$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

where $\omega_s$ and $\phi_s$ are the signal’s carrier frequency and time dependent phase variable, and $A_S(t)$ is the amplitude component of the signal. The optical field associated with the local oscillator (LO) can be written as

$$E_{LO}(t) = A_{LO}(t) \exp[i(\omega_{LO} t + \phi_{LO})],$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2)

where $\omega_{LO}$, $A_{LO}(t)$ and $\phi_{LO}$ are respectively the carrier frequency, amplitude and time dependent phase variable of the LO. The scalar notation is used for both $E_S(t)$ and $E_{LO}(t)$ due to assuming that two fields are identically polarized [26]. Moreover, in section 2.2, four different coherent detection schematics are under investigation, which are denoted as single coherent detection with single photodiode (PD), single coherent detection with balanced-photodiode (B-PD), quadrature coherent detection with 90°-hybrid and dual polarization coherent detection.

2.2.1 Single Coherent Detection with Single Photodiode

Figure 2.2 shows the schematic of single coherent detection with single PD.

As it can be seen, before optical field combination with optical 3 dB coupler, branches of received signal $E_S(t)$, and LO $E_{LO}(t)$ respectively propagates through polarization controllers (PC), which are employed to control the polarization states. Afterward single PD is implemented to detect the received signal combined with LO. In this theoretical analysis,
shot noise and thermal noise is assumed to be ignorable. Let the complex response for 3 dB coupler be given as

\[
\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \begin{bmatrix} 1 & i \\ i & 1 \end{bmatrix},
\]

(2.3)

where \(i = \sqrt{-1}\). When the received signal \(E_S(t)\), and LO \(E_{LO}(t)\) is incident on the coupler, the input signal to PD is presented as,

\[
E_{in} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \begin{bmatrix} 1 & i \\ i & 1 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} E_S(t) \\ E_{LO}(t) \end{bmatrix} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \begin{bmatrix} E_S(t) + iE_{LO}(t) \\ E_{LO}(t) + iE_S(t) \end{bmatrix},
\]

(2.4)

According to PD characteristic of square intensity, output from PD is given by \(E_o = R|E_S + iE_{LO}|^2\), where \(R\) is a factor of detector responsivity\(^1\). Using Equation 2.1 and 2.2

\[
P_o(t) = P_o + P(t) \sin[\Delta \omega t + \Delta \phi],
\]

(2.5)

\[
P_o = A_{LO}^2(t) + A_{S}^2(t), \quad \text{and} \quad P(t) = 2A_{LO}(t)A_S(t),
\]

(2.6)

where \(\Delta \omega = |\omega_S - \omega_{LO}|\) is known as the intermediate frequency (IF) or frequency offset. Moreover \(\Delta \phi = |\phi_S - \phi_{LO}|\) is defined as phase offset between received signal and LO. For simplicity, in Equation 2.5 shot and thermal noise from PD are assumed to be ignored. In this case, DC component from PD output can be discarded by using DC-block after PD. Due to carrier frequency centered at IF, the last two items of Equation 2.5 will remain, and represent the information of transmitted signal.

As it can be noticed from Equation 2.6, received signal is amplified by LO. This shows directly advantage of coherent detection in a system without any pre-amplification. While all of the analysis are based on noise ignorable assumption, single coherent detection with single PD is not able to reduce short and thermal noise effect. Such in-band noise will severely effect systems performance. Optical signal to noise ratio (OSNR) requirement is extremely high in the case of single coherent detection with single PD.

### 2.2.2 Single Coherent Detection with Balanced Photodiode

In order to improve OSNR tolerance of coherent detection system, schematic of single coherent detection with balanced PD is presented as in Figure 2.3.

\(^1\)In this thesis, the detector responsivity is assumed to be equal to 1.
Balanced PD employs two photodiodes cascaded configuration [27–29]. Using Equation 2.4 and Equation 2.5, outputs of two cascaded PD are presented respectively as

\begin{align*}
E_1^+(t) &= P_o + P(t) \sin[\Delta \omega t + \Delta \phi] + n_{RIN}(t), \\
E_1^-(t) &= P_o - P(t) \sin[\Delta \omega t + \Delta \phi] + n'_{RIN}(t),
\end{align*}

where \(n_{RIN}(t)\) and \(n'_{RIN}(t)\) are relative intensity noises (RIN) of two received signals respectively. The thermal noise is assumed to be ignorable. Furthermore RIN from local oscillator and signal lasers are assumed to be identical. Therefore the substraction result of two cascaded balanced PD outputs is given as

\[E_1(t) = E_1^+(t) - E_1^-(t) = 2P(t) \sin[\Delta \omega t + \Delta \phi].\] (2.9)

Compared to single coherent detection with single PD, balanced detection is able to enhance the OSNR tolerance. This shows obviously advantage of coherent detection in a high sensitivity required system, such as near quantum-limited transmission [30] and unamplified application [31]. However, as it can be noticed from both of section 2.2.1 and section 2.2.2, degree of modulation freedom for coherent detection is only one. That means either only amplitude or only phase information can be detected. High level modulation formats require quadrature coherent detection.

### 2.2.3 Quadrature Coherent Detection with 90°-hybrid

The schematic of quadrature coherent detection with 90°-hybrid is shown as Figure 2.4. Compared to two types of coherent detection discussed before, quadrature coherent detection can detect both of amplitude and phase...
Figure 2.4: Quadrature coherent detection with balanced PD.

As it is shown in Figure 2.4, outputs from two balanced PD $E_1$, $E_2$ present in-phase and quadrature parts of transmitted signal respectively.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
E_1^+ \\
E_1^- \\
E_2^+ \\
E_2^-
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
|E_S + E_{LO}|^2 \\
|E_S - E_{LO}|^2 \\
|E_S + iE_{LO}|^2 \\
|E_S - iE_{LO}|^2
\end{bmatrix},
\]

(2.10)

where $P_o = A_{LO}^2(t) + A_S^2(t)$, $P(t) = 2A_{LO}(t)A_S(t)$. After 90°-hybrid, the outputs from balanced can be presented as

\[
E_I(t) = E_1^+(t) - E_1^-(t) = 2P(t) \cos[\Delta \omega t + \Delta \phi],
\]

(2.12)

\[
E_Q(t) = E_2^+(t) - E_2^-(t) = 2P(t) \sin[\Delta \omega t + \Delta \phi].
\]

(2.13)

The complex outputs from 90°-hybrid and balanced PD is given as

\[
E_o(t) = 2P(t) \exp[i(\Delta \omega t + \Delta \phi)].
\]

(2.14)

As a result, quadrature coherent detection with 90°-hybrid is suitable for detecting any level of advanced modulation formats [35]. However, it also obviously shows that, this type of coherent detection requires accurate polarization alignment between received signal and LO.
2.2.4 Dual Polarization Coherent Detection

According to international telecommunication union (ITU) definition, channel spacing of 100 Gb/s optical communication systems is assigned to be 50 GHz. In order to fulfill such bandwidth requirements, dual polarization coherent detection with balanced PD will be under investigation in section 2.2.4. As it is explored by several researches [36–39], polarization diversity is under consideration as the third degree of modulation freedom. As it is discussed before, two of in-phase and quadrature modulation formats are capable for any level complex modulation. And dual polarization will further double the capacity of transmission systems [40]. For instance, 28 Gbaud electrical pseudo random binary sequence (PRBS) can drive 56 Gb/s optical QPSK signals using 30 GHz bandwidth Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM). Using dual polarization modulation, entire system bit rate will be increased to 112 Gb/s. In stead of using scale number of 100 Gb/s for practical optical communication systems, 112 Gb/s systems is suitable for taking forward error correction (FEC) sequences into account [41].

As it is shown in Figure 2.5, two 90°-hybrids with four balanced PD are implemented to respectively detect two branches of orthogonally polarized received signals, which are denoted as $\vec{x}$ and $\vec{y}$.

![Dual polarization coherent detection with balanced PD.](image-url)
Both of the received signal and LO are divided into two orthogonally polarized branches by using polarization beam splitter (PBS). Outputs from two 90°-hybrids can be presented as

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
E_1^+ \\
E_1^- \\
E_2^+ \\
E_2^-
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
\vec{x}|E_S + E_{LO}|^2 \\
\vec{x}|E_S - E_{LO}|^2 \\
\vec{x}|E_S + iE_{LO}|^2 \\
\vec{x}|E_S - iE_{LO}|^2
\end{bmatrix},
\]

(2.15)

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
E_3^+ \\
E_3^- \\
E_4^+ \\
E_4^-
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
\vec{y}|E_S + E_{LO}|^2 \\
\vec{y}|E_S - E_{LO}|^2 \\
\vec{y}|E_S + iE_{LO}|^2 \\
\vec{y}|E_S - iE_{LO}|^2
\end{bmatrix},
\]

(2.16)

In-phase and quadrature parts of polarization \(\vec{x}\) and polarization \(\vec{y}\) are denoted as \(E_{xI}(t), E_{xQ}(t)\) and \(E_{yI}(t), E_{yQ}(t)\), which are given as

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
E_{xI}(t) \\
E_{xQ}(t)
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
2P_x(t) \cos[\Delta \omega t + \Delta \phi] \\
2P_x(t) \sin[\Delta \omega t + \Delta \phi]
\end{bmatrix},
\]

(2.17)

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
E_{yI}(t) \\
E_{yQ}(t)
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
2P_y(t) \cos[\Delta \omega t + \Delta \phi] \\
2P_y(t) \sin[\Delta \omega t + \Delta \phi]
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

(2.18)

Using Equation 2.17 and Equation 2.18, the complex outputs from balanced PD are presented as

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
E_x(t) \\
E_y(t)
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
2P_x(t) \exp[i(\Delta \omega t + \Delta \phi)] \\
2P_y(t) \exp[i(\Delta \omega t + \Delta \phi)]
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

(2.19)

### 2.2.5 Homodyne and Heterodyne Coherent Detection

In general, there are two different types of coherent detection techniques, depending on whether or not IF \(\Delta \omega\) equals zero [42]. They are denoted as homodyne and heterodyne coherent detection.

#### Homodyne coherent detection

In case of homodyne coherent detection, LO frequency is selected to be coincident with received signal carrier frequency. In other words, \(\Delta \omega\) is equal to zero [43]. From Equation 2.19, output from balanced PD can be presented as
2.2 Theory Overview of Coherent Detection

\[ E_I(t) = 2P(t) \cos(\Delta \phi), \quad (2.20) \]
\[ E_Q(t) = 2P(t) \sin(\Delta \phi). \quad (2.21) \]

Furthermore using optical phase lock loop (OPLL) implementation, homodyne coherent detection could be applied to demodulation of arbitrary multi-level phase and amplitude modulation formats such as \( n \)-PSK [44]. The main advantage of homodyne coherent detection is the sensitivity enhancement. However as it can be obviously noticed from Equation 2.20 and Equation 2.21, the main drawback of homodyne coherent detection is phase noise intolerance. Theoretically, \( \Delta \phi \) should maintain stable. In practical, due to the time dependent variable fluctuation of LO phase \( \phi_{LO} \) and signal phase \( \phi_S \), \( \Delta \phi \) will jitter randomly. Additional challenge is accurate frequency matching between LO and transmitted signal of homodyne coherent detection. These problems can be avoid by using heterodyne coherent detection.

**Heterodyne coherent detection**

In case of heterodyne coherent detection, LO frequency is selected to be different from received signal carrier frequency. That means \( \Delta \omega \neq 0 \) [45]. From Equation 2.19, outputs from balanced PD can be presented as

\[ E_I(t) = 2P(t) \cos(\Delta \omega t + \Delta \phi), \quad (2.22) \]
\[ E_Q(t) = 2P(t) \sin(\Delta \omega t + \Delta \phi). \quad (2.23) \]

Similar to homodyne coherent detection, heterodyne coherent detection could be applied to demodulation of multi-level phase and amplitude modulation formats. The mean disadvantage of heterodyne coherent detection is known as heterodyne-penalty [46]. That means heterodyne coherent detection has the inherent 3-dB SNR penalty compared with homodyne [46]. On the contrary, the advantage of heterodyne detection is the simplified requirements of receiver design. For instance, the frequency offset between LO and received signal could be compensated by using off-line digital signal processing algorithms without stringent requirements of accurate frequency matching between LO and transmitted signal [47]. This feature makes heterodyne detection suitable for practical implementation of optical communication systems.
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The common optical fiber transmission systems are mostly based on standard single mode fiber (SSMF). Structure of SSMF is shown as Figure 2.6. The outside layer is known as cladding. The transmitted light propagates meanly through the core layer. In order to achieve the reflection condition, the reflection index of the core layer is higher than cladding.

Moreover the theoretical mode of optical propagation could be obtained by nonlinear Schrödinger equation [48], which is given as

\[ \frac{\partial A}{\partial z} + \beta_1 \frac{\partial A}{\partial t} + i\beta_2 \frac{\partial^2 A}{\partial t^2} - \frac{\beta_3}{6} \frac{\partial^3 A}{\partial t^3} + \frac{\alpha(z)}{2} A = i\gamma |A|^2 A, \]  

(2.24)

where \( A = A(z, t) \) is the optical field. \( \alpha(z) \) is the fiber attenuation parameter and \( \gamma \) is the Kerr nonlinear coefficient. \( \beta_n \) is the \( n \)-order frequency dependent chromatic dispersion parameters. These coefficients are represented different impairments of fiber transmission links. Furthermore the expression of \( \beta(\omega) \) in a Taylor series around the carrier frequency \( \omega_0 \) is given as

\[ \beta(\omega) = \beta_0 + (\omega - \omega_0) \beta_1 + \frac{1}{2} (\omega - \omega_0)^2 \beta_2 + \frac{1}{6} (\omega - \omega_0)^3 \beta_3 + \cdots, \]  

(2.25)
where $\beta_0 \equiv \beta_{\omega_0}$, and $\beta_n$ is
\[
\beta_n = \left( \frac{d^n \beta}{d\omega^n} \right)_{\omega = \omega_0}
\] (2.26)

### 2.3.1 Fiber Losses

The parameter of fiber loss is presented in Equation 2.24 as $\alpha(z)$ which is the attenuation in power of optical signal propagation through fiber. It can be presented as
\[
\alpha(z) = -\frac{10}{z} \log_{10} \left( \frac{P_{out}}{P_{in}} \right),
\] (2.27)

where $z$ is the length of fiber transmission distance, $P_{out}$ and $P_{in}$ are output and input powers of fiber transmission span respectively. Fiber loss is meanly caused by material absorption and Rayleigh scattering. As it can be noticed from Figure 2.7, $\alpha(z)$ is a function of signal carrier wavelength.

![Figure 2.7: Attenuation value for SSMF over optical channels.](image_url)

For single mode fiber transmission, wavelength range of optical communication channels are divided into six bands, which are shown in Table 2.1. As it can be noticed, C band and L band have the minimum fiber loss ($\alpha = 0.2$ dB/km) [49]. Such two bands are suitable for long-haul transmission [50].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Band</th>
<th>Wavelength (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O band</td>
<td>1260 nm - 1360 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E band</td>
<td>1360 nm - 1460 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S band</td>
<td>1460 nm - 1530 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C band</td>
<td>1530 nm - 1565 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L band</td>
<td>1565 nm - 1625 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U band</td>
<td>1625 nm - 1675 nm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Wavelength range for different bands in optical communication.

2.3.2 Chromatic Dispersion

Chromatic dispersion in single mode fiber is induced by carrier wavelength dependent refractive index. As it is shown in Figure 2.8, chromatic dispersion will result for time domain pulse broadening. Moreover pulse broadening will refer to inter symbol interference (ISI) in time domain. As it is described in Equation 2.25, the second order term $\beta_2$ corresponds to dispersion coefficient $D$, which is also known as group velocity dispersion (GVD). In general, due to GVD effect, different pulses carried certain frequency components will propagate through SMF with different velocity or such GVD effect is known as chromatic dispersion.

![Figure 2.8: Pulse broadening effect due to chromatic dispersion.](image)

Material dispersion and waveguide dispersion are two mean factors for chromatic dispersion. Material dispersion refers to wavelength dependency of reflection index which can be controlled by changing fiber materials or dopant. Waveguide dispersion can be understood with Maxwell equation for cylindrical waveguide. Chromatic dispersion composed by material dispersion and waveguide dispersion are shown in Figure 2.9. In fiber transmission system, it is common to define the dispersion parameter $D$ and the dispersion slope $S$ which are the change of GVD and GVD slope with respect to the carrier wavelength. As it is shown in Equation 2.28 and Equation 2.29, $D$ and $S$ are given as
\[
D = \frac{\partial \beta_1}{\partial \lambda} = -\frac{2\pi c}{\lambda^2} \beta_2
\]  
(2.28)

\[
S = \frac{\partial D}{\partial \lambda} = \frac{4\pi c}{\lambda^3} (\beta_2 + \frac{\pi c}{\lambda} \beta_3)
\]  
(2.29)

Figure 2.9: Chromatic dispersion parameter of SSMF [51].

Table 2.2 shows some commercial available single mode fibers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiber type</th>
<th>Trade name</th>
<th>( A_{eff} ) ( \mu m^2 )</th>
<th>( \lambda_{ZD} ) ( nm )</th>
<th>D (C band) ( ps/(km \cdot nm) )</th>
<th>Slope S ( ps/(km \cdot nm^2) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corning SMF-28</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>1302-1322</td>
<td>16 - 19</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucent AllWave</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>1300-1322</td>
<td>17 - 20</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcatel ColorLock</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>1300-1320</td>
<td>16 - 19</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corning Vascade</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>1300-1310</td>
<td>18 - 20</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TrueWave-RS</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1470-1490</td>
<td>2.6 - 6</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corning LEAF</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>1490-1500</td>
<td>2 - 6</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: Coefficients of commercial available SMF.

### 2.3.3 Polarization Mode Dispersion

Polarization of light is a property of electromagnetic waves that describes the orientation of the transverse electric field. In SMF, there exists two
orthogonal polarization states, which are denoted as $\vec{x}$ and $\vec{y}$ [52]. Polarization of light can be described by representation of Stokes parameters, which can be straightforwardly expressed by using Poincaré sphere. The software interface of Agilent 8509 polarization analyzer is shown in Figure 2.10. The Poincaré sphere consists of four parameters in terms of optical power. As it is shown in Figure 2.11, Stokes parameters are denoted as $[S_0, S_1, S_2, S_3]$:

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
S_0 \\
S_1 \\
S_2 \\
S_3 
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
E_x^2 + E_y^2 \\
E_x^2 - E_y^2 \\
2E_xE_y\cos(|\phi_x - \phi_y|) \\
2E_xE_y\sin(|\phi_x - \phi_y|)
\end{bmatrix},
$$

where $E_x$ and $E_y$ are represented optical field of two polarization $\vec{x}$ and $\vec{y}$. $\phi_x$ and $\phi_y$ are the phase of optical field in $\vec{x}$ and $\vec{y}$ direction. Moreover the degree of polarization (DOP) is defined as

$$DOP = \sqrt{\frac{S_1^2 + S_2^2 + S_3^2}{S_0}}$$

In the ideal case, two polarizations propagating through SMF will have the same group velocity. However, in the practical transmission systems, due to the fiber material can not be isotropic, two orthogonal polarized optical fields propagating through SMF will have different group velocity. Such effect is known as differential group delay (DGD), which is shown in Figure 2.12.
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Moreover the difference in the group velocities can be defined as $\Delta \beta_1$, which is given as

$$\Delta \beta_1 = |\beta_{1,x} - \beta_{1,y}| = \frac{\omega}{c} |n_x - n_y|,$$

(2.32)

where $n_x$ and $n_y$ are the effective refractive indices for two orthogonal polarizations. The DGD effect results for polarization mode dispersion (PMD), which is defined as mean of the DGD,

$$\langle \Delta \beta_1 \rangle = PMD \cdot \sqrt{L},$$

(2.33)

where $L$ is the propagation length of fiber transmission, and $\langle \cdot \rangle$ denotes the statistic average. Nowadays lower PMD coefficient type of SMF has developed, such as Corning LEAF SMF and TrueWave RS SMF.

2.3.4 Nonlinear Transmission Impairments

According to Table 2.2, the typical value of effective area $A_{eff}$ in SMF is around 50 to 100 $\mu m^2$. Such small core area results in stronger nonlinearity effect in SMF. From Schrödinger equation 2.24 nonlinear coefficient $\gamma$ is given as

$$\gamma = \frac{n_2 \omega_0}{c A_{eff}},$$

(2.34)

where $n_2$ is the nonlinear refractive index parameter and $\omega_0$ is the carrier frequency. There three types of nonlinearities are considered in this thesis, which are known as self phase modulation (SPM), cross phase modulation (XPM), and four wave mixing (FWM).

**Self Phase Modulation**

Nonlinearity effect of SPM refer to refractive index changing caused by light propagation. And the SPM induced nonlinear phase shift is given as

$$\phi_{SPM} = \gamma P_{in} L_{eff},$$

(2.35)
where \( L_{\text{eff}} = (1 - \exp(-\alpha L))/\alpha \) is the effective interaction length which takes the fiber loss \( \alpha \) into account. And \( L \) is the length of the fiber propagation. Equation 2.35 shows the light pulse with different intensity have different SPM-induced chirp.

In case of intensity modulated signals, the SPM can be ignored because no signal information is modulated by phase. However, sever SPM-induced chirp will cause the pulse broadening, which will degrade the system performance.

In case of phase modulated signals, SPM has to be considered because phase is used to carry the signal information. The post-compensation method can be used to reduce SPM by appropriately choosing the residual chromatic dispersion at receiver [53].

**Cross Phase Modulation**

In wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) systems, the nonlinear phase shift depends not only on the optical power in a single channel but also on the optical power in all channels. The contribution to the nonlinear phase shift of channel \( j \) from the other channels is called cross phase modulation (XPM), and is given as

\[
\phi_{j,\text{XPM}} = 2\gamma L_{\text{eff}} \sum_{m \neq j} P_m, \quad (2.36)
\]

As it can be understood from Equation 2.36, power of the adjacent channels lead to phase changing of channel \( j \). In general, XPM effect increase with decreasing the wavelength spacing between the interacting WDM channels. In the subsequent chapter, digital signal processing algorithm compensating for inter channel interference will be discussed.

**2.3.5 Four Wave Mixing**

Four wave mixing (FWM) is a nonlinear effect between four different optical waves. According to the theory, if three sub-waves with frequencies \( \omega_1, \omega_2 \) and \( \omega_3 \) own the same phase, and mix together, a forth sub-wave with frequency \( \omega_4 \) will be created, where \( \omega_4 = \omega_1 + \omega_2 + \omega_3 \) or \( \omega_4 = \omega_1 + \omega_2 - \omega_3 \).

Phase matching of efficient FWM is required. In the case of \( \omega_4 = \omega_1 + \omega_2 - \omega_3 \), the phase matching requirement is given as

\[
\frac{1}{c} (n_3 \omega_3 + n_4 \omega_4 - n_1 \omega_1 - n_2 \omega_2) = 0, \quad (2.37)
\]
where $n_i$ is the refractive index at $\omega_i$.

Due to dispersion, it is generally easier to fulfill the phase matching condition in the degenerate case. In WDM systems employing a uniform channel spacing, four wave mixing can also lead to inter channel interference (ICI).

## 2.4 Summary

In chapter 2, basic concepts and theoretical analysis of coherent detection are presented. In general, the main advantages of coherent detection include:

- Firstly, coherent detection is able to detect advanced modulation formats with improved spectral efficiency, such as quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK).
- Secondly, compared to IM/DD, coherent detection provides potential for superior receiver sensitivity.
- Moreover, optical coherent detection can benefit from intensive researches concerning digital signal processing algorithms to compensate for fiber transmission impairments.

Furthermore, fundamental analysis concerning fiber transmission linear impairments including fiber loss, chromatic dispersion and polarization mode dispersion are presented. Nonlinear impairments resulted from Kerr effect including SPM, XPM and FWM are also introduced. Due to the presence of these different propagation impairments in the fiber transmission, feasible DSP compensation algorithms are required. Various DSP algorithms will be depicted in the chapter 3.
Chapter 3

Coherent Detection with DSP Algorithms

3.1 Introduction

In chapter 3, various digital signal processing (DSP) algorithms will be presented. The mean advantages of utilizing coherent detection with DSP algorithms can be summarized as follows. Firstly, coherent detection with DSP algorithms is able to detect advanced modulation formats with improved spectral efficiency, such as $n$ phase-shift keying (PSK). Secondly, coherent detection with DSP algorithms provides potential for superior receiver sensitivity. Furthermore, coherent detection with DSP algorithms enables electrical off-line compensation for impairments arising due to fiber transmission [54]. Coherent detection with DSP algorithms can take advantage from continuously increasing electrical processing speed. Moreover optical coherent detection can benefit from intensive researches concerning digital signal processing algorithms. Consequently, it is efficient and simple to implement optical signal processing in digital domain. The common configuration of optical coherent receiver associated with DSP algorithms is shown in Figure 3.1. In this block diagram, several DSP algorithms are under consideration. CD compensation block is used to compensate for chromatic dispersion. Clock recovery block is implemented to correct digital sampling error which is made by analog to digital converters (ADC). Polarization demultiplexing is realized by using polarization demultiplexing algorithm. Phase and frequency offset recovery block is employed to correct phase and frequency difference between received signal and LO. These different DSP algorithms will be discussed in details in subsequent sections.
3.2 Chromatic Dispersion Compensation DSP Algorithm

In this subsection, the combination of coherent detection with DSP algorithm is proposed to compensate for chromatic dispersion (CD) in dual polarization (DP) QPSK systems. The configuration diagram of optical DP-QPSK system with coherent digital receiver is shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.1: Configuration of coherent detection with DSP.

Figure 3.2: Coherent DP-QPSK system configuration. (a) DP-QPSK transmitter. (b) coherent receiver optical front end. (c) off-line DSP algorithms blocks. (d) polarization demultiplexing butterfly structure.
The digital receivers for coherent DP-QPSK system comprise stages of digital signal processing algorithms to compensate for chromatic dispersion among other optical signal fibre transmission impairments. Those algorithms commonly require performing operations such as fast fourier transform (FFT) over a given block length of data samples. The chosen length of such block determines both the complexity of implementing those operations and the accuracy they can achieve in compensating for signal impairments. A conventional DSP algorithm for serial, frequency domain, CD compensation requires that the FFT operation is applied to entire data sample set [55]. As the length of the samples increases, FFT operation requires more computation capacity. The complexity of implementing real time system depends on the number of complex multiplication [56]. In the case of radix-2 FFT, the number of complex multiplication required may be expressed by $\frac{1}{2}\log_2(L)$, where $L$ is the length of FFT. In this thesis, an alternative DSP algorithm for CD compensation will be presented. It is known as block-overlap CD compensation algorithm [57].

The block-overlap CD compensation algorithm applies frequency domain equalization (FED) to blocks of samples instead of the entire data sample set. This block-overlap approach for CD compensation was first proposed by Riichi Kudo et al., [58]. The output signal of the ADC stage are data samples, that are divided into blocks (Figure 3.3.a) with fixed length $N$ ($N < L$). For illustration purposes (Figure 3.3), case of the overlapped part length equal to half of the block length is under consideration. In this half-overlap case, half of the block is composed of the current samples (Figure 3.3.b), and the rest is composed of equally length, $N$, data samples from the left and right neighboring blocks. Although the FFT processing complexity is reduced to that of a single block, instead of the
entire data sample set, inter-block-interference (IBI) may affect the system performance. To combat IBI, the result of the FFT due to the overlapped samples (Figure 3.3.b and Figure 3.3.c) are discarded. $N_1$ denotes the length of the discarded FFT output samples.

Although a large discard length can reduce significantly IBI, it comes again at the expenses of complexity. However, it is possible to implement a block overlap algorithm with specific engineering rules for the block and discard length that can reduce IBI and achieve a targeted compensation level for a given CD value. In this paper, to compensate for CD, a frequency domain equalization (FED) algorithm is implemented (Figure 3.3.d), based on a frequency all-pass filter. The frequency response for an all-pass filter to compensate fibre CD can be expressed as,

$$G(z, \omega) = \exp\left[-jD \frac{\lambda^2}{2\pi c} \frac{\omega^2}{2} z + jS\left(\frac{\lambda^2}{2\pi c}\right)^2 \cdot \frac{\omega^3}{6} z\right],$$

where $D$ is the dispersion coefficient, $S$ is the dispersion slop, $\omega$ is the angular frequency, $\lambda$ is the light wavelength, $c$ is the light velocity, and $z$ is the fibre length. After CD compensation at frequency domain, IFFT inverts the sequence back to the time domain (Figure 3.3.e).

In order to validate the engineering rules for block-overlap CD compensation algorithm, case of half-overlap is under investigation. As it can be noticed, the number of blocks is equal to $2 \times [L/N] - 1$, where square bracket is the ceil integer function. A single block FFT only needs $\frac{1}{2}\log_2(N)$ complex multiplications compared to $\frac{1}{2}\log_2(L)$ required for serial compensation ($N << L$).

![Figure 3.4: Block-overlap CD BER performance: (a) BER vs OSNR with 16000 ps/nm CD; (b) block length requirements in block-overlap CD at 14 dB OSNR.](image)
To avoid IBI, the value of the discarded data length $N_1$ is chosen as the following engineering rule as,

$$N_1 = Dz \frac{\Gamma \lambda^2}{c} R_s$$

(3.2)

Where $\Gamma$ is the full-wave-half-maximum of the signal, and $R_s$ is sample rate. In the simulation, $R_s$ is set to 56 GSa/s. The operating wavelength is 1550 nm. The dispersion slope parameter $S$ is set as 0. Nyquist criterions specify $\Gamma$ to be 56 GHz. If CD is 16000 ps/nm, then $N_1 = 448$. In order to fulfil the radix-2 FFT requirement, $N_1$ is set to $2^9$ (512), which means in the case of half-overlap, the block length is $2^{11}$ (2048), and that $2^{10}$ (1024) samples are discarded (Figure 3.4(a)). From Figure 3.4, the simulation results show that, a given value of chromatic dispersion requires specific block length to approach the back to back transmission bit error rate performance. In order to avoid IBI, engineering rule block-overlap CD compensation algorithm $\alpha \beta$-overlap scheme, $\frac{\alpha}{\beta} \in \left[ \frac{1}{2}, 1 \right)$. $\frac{\alpha}{\beta}$ is the ratio of discarded samples length to block length, where $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are coprime integer. In the case of half-overlap, $\frac{\alpha}{\beta}$ is equal to $\frac{1}{2}$. According to the engineering rule, the number of complex multiplication for one block is $\frac{1}{2} \log_2 (\frac{2 \beta}{\alpha} N_1)$. The number of complex multiplication for the entire data sample set is $\frac{1}{2} \log_2 \{ \beta (L - 2 N_1) \}$. Therefore, the complexities of entire data sample set and one block achieve the minimum value when $\frac{\alpha}{\beta}$ is equal to $\frac{1}{2}$.

$$\begin{align*}
\left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\frac{1}{2} \log_2 (\frac{2 \beta}{\alpha} N_1) & \text{one block} \\
\frac{1}{2} \log_2 \{ \beta (L - 2 N_1) \} & \text{entire data sample set}
\end{array} \right.
\end{align*}$$

(3.3)

Figure 3.5: Constellation comparison between received signal and CD compensation.
As it is shown in Figure 3.5, engineering rules for block-overlap CD compensation algorithm has been experimentally validated with 20 Gbit/s QPSK links with 40 km SMF transmission operating at 1550 nm. Figure 3.5 shows the results for the constellation of received signal and with block-overlap CD compensation being implemented. The block-overlap CD compensation algorithm reduces the computational complexity of a serial frequency all-pass filter approach substantially, to that of a single block. Engineering rule indicates that for a given target value of CD compensation, the block length of block-overlap CD algorithm can be adjusted to achieve less computational complexity than the serial compensation approach.

### 3.3 Clock Recovery DSP Algorithm

In the optical coherent transmission systems, specific sampling frequency for analogue to digital converter (ADC) is required to process specific symbol rate of received signal. Usually two samples per symbol are necessary for off-line DSP. However in the practical systems, optimum sampling clock of ADC is always unknown. In general, any sampling clock errors significantly reduce system bit error rate (BER) performance. Therefore clock recovery DSP algorithm is demanded to determine the suitable sampling clock.

The clock recovery DSP algorithm implemented in this thesis is known as Gardner algorithm [59], which is widely used in the field of wireless communication systems. Structure of Gardner clock recovery is shown as Figure 3.6.

As it is illustrated by Figure 3.6, the numerically controlled oscillator (NCO) is driven by outputs from Gardner time error detector $e_x(n)$ and $e_y(n)$, which are defined in Equation 3.4 and Equation 3.5,

$$e_x(n) = X_I(n)[X_I(n+1) - X_I(n-1)] + X_Q(n)[X_Q(n+1) - X_Q(n-1)]$$

$$e_y(n) = Y_I(n)[Y_I(n+1) - Y_I(n-1)] + Y_Q(n)[Y_Q(n+1) - Y_Q(n-1)]$$

where $n$-th element of time error represents difference between two adjacent samples from ADC. Sample period is equal to $\frac{T_s}{2}$, where $T_s$ is symbol period of transmitted signal. Furthermore, as it is can be noticed from Figure 3.6, the implementation of interpolator is used to interpolate adjacent symbols with new sampling clock. The mean purpose of Gardner clock recovery algorithm is to sample the adjacent sequences with the same time difference that $e_x(n)$ and $e_y(n)$ are equal to zero.
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As it has been discussed before, optical coherent receiver using polarization diversity detection structure can detect the complex signal of each polarization and emulate the state of polarization of received signal with off-line digital signal processing. At optical front end of coherent receiver, incoming signal with arbitrary state of polarization is separated into two linear polarization components, which are denoted as \( E_x \) and \( E_y \). As it is shown in Figure 3.7, finite impulse response (FIR) filter combined with butterfly algorithm is implemented for polarization demultiplexing. In order to emulate the cross-talk between the signals carried on two polarizations, Jones matrix is employed, which is given as

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    \sqrt{\alpha}e^{i\delta} & -\sqrt{1-\alpha} \\
    \sqrt{1-\alpha} & \sqrt{\alpha}e^{-i\delta}
\end{bmatrix},
\]

(3.6)

where \( \alpha \) and \( \delta \) denote the power splitting ratio and phase difference between two polarizations. Therefore the polarization multiplexed signal at the receiver side after fiber propagation can be presented as

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    E_x \\
    E_y
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
    \sqrt{\alpha}e^{i\delta} & -\sqrt{1-\alpha} \\
    \sqrt{1-\alpha} & \sqrt{\alpha}e^{-i\delta}
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
    E_{in,x} \\
    E_{in,y}
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

(3.7)

As it shown in Equation 3.7, applying the inverse matrix of Equation 3.6 can make the incoming signal at the coherent receiver side become original transmitted signal. On the other hand the problem is the same as determining the value of \( \alpha \) and \( \delta \). The inverse Jones matrix is given as
Figure 3.7: Polarization demultiplexing DSP algorithm.

\[
T^{-1} = \begin{bmatrix}
    r & k \\
    -k^* & r^*
\end{bmatrix},
\]

(3.8)

where both of \( r \) and \( k \) are complex parameters. And symbol of \( * \) represents conjugation of complex components. Using Equation 3.7 and Equation 3.8, received signal combined with inverse Jones matrix can be presented as

\[
T^{-1} \begin{bmatrix}
    E_x \\
    E_y
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
    r\sqrt{\alpha}e^{i\delta} + k\sqrt{1-\alpha} & -r\sqrt{1-\alpha} + k\sqrt{\alpha}e^{-i\delta} \\
    -k^*\sqrt{\alpha}e^{i\delta} + r^*\sqrt{1-\alpha} & k^*\sqrt{1-\alpha} + r\sqrt{\alpha}e^{-i\delta}
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
    E_{in,x} \\
    E_{in,y}
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

(3.9)

For simplicity, Equation 3.9 can be denoted as

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    E'_x \\
    E'_y
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
    h_{xx} & h_{xy} \\
    h_{yx} & h_{yy}
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
    E_{in,x} \\
    E_{in,y}
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

(3.10)

As it can be noticed from Equation 3.9, \( h \)-factors are defined as polarization demultiplexing parameters, where \( h_{xy} = -h_{yx}^* \) and \( h_{yy} = h_{xx}^* \). Moreover, assuming the modulation format is \( n \)-PSK, normalized amplitude of each
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input polarization components can be expressed as

$$|E'_x|^2 = |E'_y|^2 = 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.11)

According to Equation 3.11, digital FIR filter combined with constant modulus algorithm (CMA) [60] can be employed to adaptively control the polarization demultiplexing parameters in Equation 3.10. Using least mean square (LMS) algorithm, polarization demultiplexing parameters can be presented as

$$h_{xx}(n+1) = h_{xx}(n) + \mu(1 - |E'_x(n)|^2)E_x(n)E_x^*(n)$$
$$h_{xy}(n+1) = h_{xy}(n) + \mu(1 - |E'_x(n)|^2)E_x(n)E_y^*(n)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.12)

where $\mu$ is a step size parameter and $n$ is the number of symbol. Furthermore the adaptive update in FIR filter is given as

$$h_{xx}(n) = \sum_{m=-M/2}^{M/2} h_{xx}(n-m) \text{ and } h_{xy}(n) = \sum_{m=-M/2}^{M/2} h_{xy}(n-m).$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.13)

![Polarization demultiplexing parameter convergence curve](image)

**Figure 3.8:** polarization demultiplexing parameters convergence.

As it is shown in Figure 3.8, step-size $\mu$ is selected to control the convergence speed of polarization demultiplexing parameters. According to
LMS algorithm, after symbol by symbol update, difference between 1 and $|E_x'(n)|^2$ converge to zero, which means emulation of polarization demultiplexing parameters are equal to the parameters of inverse Jones matrix. As a result, X-polarization components of received signal are sorted in x-port. Y-polarization components of received signal are sorted in y-port.

### 3.5 Carrier Recovery DSP Algorithm

As it is depicted in Figure 3.1, DSP algorithms for carrier recovery including phase and frequency offset compensation is required after polarization demultiplexing. Both of phase and frequency offset are introduced by mismatching of signal carrier and LO. Conventional carrier recovery is implemented by using optical phase lock loop (OPLL). Instead of using costly compensation method, off-line DSP algorithms are recommended in section 3.5, which consist of Viterbi-Viterbi recovery algorithm and pilot-tone aided phase noise cancellation algorithm.

#### 3.5.1 Viterbi-Viterbi Carrier Recovery Algorithm

The feed forward Viterbi-Viterbi algorithm is considered as a common solution for phase offset recovery [61], because of the simple and efficient processing procedure. The structure of feed forward Viterbi-Viterbi carrier recovery algorithm is shown in Figure 3.9. In order to explore the principle of Viterbi-Viterbi algorithm, modulation format of QPSK is under consideration. According to $n$-fold rotational symmetry of $n$-PSK constellation, the received digital QPSK signal can be presented as

$$E_S(k) = A_S(k) \exp\left[i\left(\frac{2\pi m}{4} + \theta_x(k)\right)\right] + n_k, \quad (m = 0, 1, 2, 3) \quad (3.14)$$

![Figure 3.9: Viterbi-Viterbi phase recovery algorithm.](image)

In Equation 3.14, $A_S(k)$ is the QPSK signal amplitude. $\theta_x(k)$ represents the phase offset between received signal and LO. And $n_k$ is the
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). $N_1$ and $N_2$ are chosen according to processing method. In case of serial processing, Viterbi-Viterbi carrier recovery algorithm is applied to the received signal symbol by symbol. Moreover phase offset $\theta_x(k)$ can be modeled as a Wiener variable with zero mean and variance $\sigma^2 = 2\pi\Delta\nu T$, where $\Delta\nu$ is the combination of transmission and LO laser linewidth [62]. As it is shown in Figure 3.9, phase modulation of received QPSK signal is removed by using $n$-power rules. According to QPSK modulation, $n$-power rule is reformulated to power-4 process which can be represented as

$$E^4_S(k) = S_k + N_k,$$  

$$\begin{cases}
    S_k = A^4_S(k) \exp[i(2\pi m + 4\theta_x(k))] \\
    N_k = n_k^4 + 4S_k n_k^2 + 6S_k^2 n_k^2 + 4S_k^3 n_k
\end{cases}$$  

As it can be noticed from Equation 3.16, $S_k$ consists of the phase offset $\theta_x(k)$, and $N_k$ is the cross term between signal and noise. Since $\exp(i2\pi m) = 1$, data dependency is removed. After time domain averaging, phase tracking and phase unwrapping, phase offset estimation can be presented as

$$\theta'_x(k) = \frac{1}{4} \arg\left\{ \sum_{k=N_1}^{N_2} E^4_S(k) \right\}$$  

Viterbi-Viterbi carrier recovery requires phase unwrapping because function of $\frac{1}{4} \arg(\cdot)$ returns the results only between $-\frac{\pi}{4}$ and $\frac{\pi}{4}$. The phase unwrapping function allows the phase offset estimation from $-\infty$ to $+\infty$ [63]. Furthermore the results after Viterbi-Viterbi carrier recovery can be given as

$$E'_S(k) = E'_S(k - D) \cdot \exp[-i\theta'_x(k)]$$  

where $D$ presents number of sequence delay in received signals. As a result, if $\theta_x(k) = \theta'_x(k)$, Viterbi-Viterbi carrier recovery algorithm is able to entirely mitigate phase offset effect. However, according to the existence of cross term between signal and noise $N_k$, $\theta_x(k)$ can not be the same value as $\theta'_x(k)$. In general, using Viterbi-Viterbi carrier recovery algorithm is able to recover the carrier offset with limited phase noise tolerance. More efficient and simple phase noise cancellation DSP algorithm is proposed in the section 3.5.2.
3.5.2 Pilot-aided Phase Noise Cancellation DSP Algorithm

In section 3.5.2, a novel phase noise cancellation DSP algorithm is proposed. In order to facilitate the theoretical analysis, experimental dual polarization (DP) quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) coherent systems based on pilot-tone-aided phase noise (PN) cancellation is under consideration. Figure 3.10 depicts the experiment setup of DP-QPSK optical coherent systems. In this experimental demonstration, vertical cavity surface emitting lasers (VCSELs) with approximate 300 MHz line-width are employed as transmitters and local oscillators for coherent detection of optical DP-QPSK signals. The proposed system, with central wavelength at 1540.49 nm, operates at 40 Gb/s over 80 km standard single mode fiber (SSMF) as part of a passive optical network (PON). At the transmitter side, one Oclaro\textsuperscript{©} optical QPSK modulator with 28 GHz bandwidth is employed. Fujitsu\textsuperscript{©} 28 GHz 3 dB bandwidth coherent receiver is used for coherent detection.

The deployment of pilot-tone-aided PN cancellation algorithm guarantees a bit error rate (BER) performance below the forward error correction (FEC) threshold. Moreover, in order to detect the pilot tone in the signal spectrum, a novel digital signal processing (DSP) algorithm for adaptive pilot tone detection is evaluated.

![Figure 3.10: DP-QPSK coherent systems experiment setup.](image-url)
Theoretical overview of the pilot-tone-aided technique

A complex modulated signal, whose information lies not only on its amplitude but phase as well, can be written as

\[ E_s(t) = [A_I(t) + iA_Q(t)] \exp[i(\omega_s t + \phi_s)], \]  

(3.19)

where \( \omega_s \) and \( \phi_s \) are the signal’s carrier frequency and time dependent phase variable, and \( A_I(t) \) and \( A_Q(t) \) are respectively the real (in phase) and imaginary (quadrature) parts of the signal. In coherent system, the detection of the received signal is achieved by combining it with an external optical field represented by the local oscillator (LO). In this experimental implementation, the coherent receiver is of heterodyne type, meaning that the central frequency of the LO is different from the central frequency of the transmitted signal. Similarly to the received signal, the optical field associated with the LO can be written as

\[ E_{LO}(t) = A_{LO}(t) \exp[i(\omega_{LO} t + \phi_{LO})], \]  

(3.20)

where \( \omega_{LO} \), \( A_{LO}(t) \) and \( \phi_{LO} \) are respectively the carrier frequency, amplitude and time dependent phase variable of the LO. The pilot tone insertion, enabled by external double sideband modulation, can be written as

\[ E_p(t) = A_p(t) \exp[i(\omega_s t - \omega_p t + \phi_p)] + A_p(t) \exp[i(\omega_s t + \omega_p t + \phi_p)], \]  

(3.21)

with \( \omega_p \), \( A_p(t) \) and \( \phi_p \) being the double sideband carrier frequency, amplitude and time dependent phase variable of the additive pilot tone. The schematic diagram of double sideband first-null-point pilot-tone aided spectrum is shown in Figure 3.11.

Hence, the signal at the input of the coherent receiver (excluding the LO) can be expressed as

\[ E_{in}(t) = E_s(t) + E_p(t) + n(t), \]  

(3.22)

where \( n(t) \) is the additive in-band Gaussian noise with zero mean and \( \sigma_n^2 \) variance. The signals into the coherent receiver are assumed to be identically polarized. However, polarizations mismatch issues are solved at the receiver by an off-line DSP polarization demultiplexing algorithm. Therefore the output signal from the 90°-hybrid and balanced photodetectors is given as

\[ E_o(t) = E_R \exp[i(\Delta \omega t + \omega_p t + \Delta \phi')] \\
+ E_R \exp[i(\Delta \omega t - \omega_p t + \Delta \phi')] \\
- E_A \exp[i(\Delta \omega t + \Delta \phi)] \]  

(3.23)
Figure 3.11: Schematic diagram of double sideband first-null-point pilot-tone aided spectrum.

with

\[
\begin{align*}
ER &= 8E_p(t)E_{LO}(t), \\
\Delta \omega &\equiv \omega_s - \omega_{LO}, \\
EA &= E_{LO}(t)[A_I(t) + iA_Q(t)].
\end{align*}
\] (3.24)

As it can be seen, the output signal \( E_o(t) \) consists of three terms, where the first and second term represent the double sideband pilot tone combined with the LO\(^1\). The third term represents the beating between signal and LO, and as the detection is heterodyne then \( \Delta \omega \neq 0 \). The phase offsets, \( \Delta \phi \) and \( \Delta \phi' \), respectively of the original signal and pilot tone in (5) are given as

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\Delta \phi \\
\Delta \phi'
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
\phi_s - \phi_{LO} + \phi_n \\
\phi_P - \phi_{LO} + \phi'_n
\end{bmatrix},
\] (3.25)

where \( \phi_n \) is the random phase noise of the original signal and \( \phi'_n \) is the phase noise of pilot tone.

As the output signal from the 90°-hybrid \( E_o(t) \) is sampled by analog to digital converters (ADC), the \( k \)-th element of the output from the sampling process is denoted by \( E_o(k) \). Due to DSP utilization, the pilot-tone-aided PN cancellation algorithms firstly employs digital phase lock loop (DPLL) to compensate the frequency offset \( \Delta \omega(k) \):

\[
E_o'(k) = E_o(k) \exp[-i\Delta \omega(k)].
\] (3.26)

Digital low-pass filtering is required to determine \( EA \exp[i(\Delta \phi)] \) in 3.23. Consequently the adaptive pilot-tone detection-filter is implemented to detect pilot tone and estimate phase noise. In the experiment, pilot tone

\(^1\)In this case, the detector responsivity is assumed to be equal to 1.
and transmitted signal share the same phase noise, hence $\Delta \phi = \Delta \phi'$. This means that analysis of signal PN cancellation is expressed as

$$E_{PNC}(k) = E_A(k) \exp[i \Delta \phi] \exp(-i \Delta \phi'),$$

(3.27)

which results in the phase noise combined with transmitted signal to be canceled out

$$E_{PNC}(k) = E_A(k).$$

(3.28)

**Adaptive pilot tone detection**

The general configuration of the adaptive pilot-tone detection algorithm is shown in Figure. 3.12. This algorithm is widely used to suppress the narrowband interference in a wideband signal in spread-spectrum wireless communication. In the case of pilot-tone-aided PN cancellation, the transmitted signal sequence $E_o(k)$ is assumed to be wideband, and the pilot tone $E_p(k)$ is assumed to be a narrowband sequence instead. As, in the time domain, the two sequences are uncorrelated, a adaptive feed forward finite impulse response (FIR) filter design is able to detect the narrowband pilot tone from the transmitted signal.

Because of the narrowband characteristics of the pilot tone, the delayed sample $E_o(k-D)$ is used to estimate the pilot tone in the spectral domain. As the spectrum of the pilot tone is much narrower compared to the signal, then $D = 1$ is selected in order to meet the uncorrelation requirement. The resulting output of the FIR filter is given as

$$E_p'(k) = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} h(n) E_o(k-n-D), (k = 1, 2, \ldots; n = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, N - 1),$$

(3.29)
where $h(n)$ are the FIR filter coefficients. And the error signal used in adaptive FIR filter coefficients optimization is $e(k) = E_o'(k) - E_p'(k)$. The minimum summation of errors leads to the determination of the optimal FIR coefficients. According to the delay $D$, the least mean square (LMS) algorithm for the coefficients optimization is

$$h_k(n) = h_{k-1}(n) + e(k)E_o(k - n - D), (k = 1, 2, ...; n = 0, 1, 2, ..., N - 1), \hspace{2cm} (3.30)$$

moreover pilot-to-signal ratio (PSR) at first-null-point of the signal spectrum has a significant influence on receiver performance. Spectrum characteristic of pilot tone is assumed to be Gaussian normal distribution. PSR is defined as $PSR = -10 \log_{10} \exp(-\Delta v^2)$, where $\Delta v$ is the pilot tone laser linewidth. In the experiment, PSR $> 7$dB is selected to guarantee linewidth tolerance is approximate 300 MHz per laser in the 10 Gbaud DP-QPSK coherent system.

**Experiment setup**

![Figure 3.13: Pilot-tone-aided PN cancellation experiment setup](image)

Figure 3.13 shows the experiment setup for a 40 Gb/s DP-QPSK transmission system based on pilot-tone-aided PN cancellation algorithm. At the transmitter side, the optical source consists of a single VCSEL operating at 1540.49 nm (194.6085 THz), which is used to generate both signal and pilot tone. The electrical signal source is a pulse pattern generator (PPG) working at 10 Gbaud and generating a pattern of $2^{15}$-1 bits used to drive the optical I/Q modulator. An external Mach-Zehnder modula-
tor (MZM) driven by an electrical synthesizer is used to generate the pilot tone, which is placed at the double sideband first-null-point (10 GHz) of the signal spectrum. Hence, after they are optically combined, both pilot tone and QPSK signal experience the same type of phase noise. In order to generate a dual polarization state, the optical signal is separated into two orthogonal polarizations by a polarization beam splitter (PBS). Before recombination in a polarization beam combiner (PBC), one of the polarization states propagates through an optical delay line, which decorrelates it from the other orthogonal state. The resulting optical signal is a pilot-tone aided 40 Gb/s DP-QPSK signal.

Figure 3.14: Pilot-tone-aided received signal spectrum.

The pre-amplified receiver consists of a second VCSEL operating at 1540.48 nm (194.6098 THz) used as LO, two $90^\circ$-hybrids (dual polarization operation), balanced detectors, a 40 GSa/s digital sampling oscilloscope which is used to sample the in-phase and quadrature components from the received signal, and a computer for signal processing. The pilot-tone aided received signal spectrum is shown in Figure 3.14. The first block consists of clock recovery, followed by pilot-tone aided PN cancellation. The frequency domain chromatic dispersion (CD) compensation algorithm is used to compensate for 80 km SMF transmission, and is followed by the constant modulus algorithm (CMA), utilized to enable polarization demultiplexing. Phase and frequency recovery based on Viterbi-Viterbi algorithm is employed to compensate the residual phase and frequency
offset after pilot-tone-aided PN cancellation. A decision feed-forward and a decision feedback FIR equalizer are implemented to compensate intersymbol interference (ISI), and hence improve system performance. Bit error detection is also applied to evaluate the system’s BER performance.

**Experiment results**

Figure 3.15 shows the constellations diagrams for the 40 Gb/s DP-QPSK signal generated by using the Viterbi-Viterbi or the pilot-tone-aided algorithm. Constellation rotation caused by phase noise is successfully compensated by using the pilot-tone-aided algorithm.

![Constellation diagrams](image)

**Figure 3.15:** Pilot-tone-aided PN cancellation experiment results of two orthogonally polarized signals constellation: (a) received signal; (b) output of using Viterbi-Viterbi carrier recovery algorithm; (c) output of using pilot-tone-aided PN cancellation.

Figure 3.16 shows the phase tracking comparison results between pilot-tone aided PN cancellation algorithm and Viterbi-Viterbi phase recovery algorithm. As it can be noticed, the pilot-tone aided algorithm is able to track the original phase information from the received signal. Figure 3.17 shows the measured BER performance for single- and dual-polarization QPSK systems in back-to-back and after 80 km transmission in SMF. CD compensation is performed via off-line processing at the receiver side. As
a result, the BER performance difference between back-to-back and 80 km SMF transmission is less than 0.5 dB. Furthermore, the utilization of the pilot-aided tone PN cancellation guarantees the BER performance below the threshold of 7% overhead FEC.

Figure 3.16: Pilot-tone-aided samples phase tracking results.

Figure 3.17: BER performance of pilot-tone-aided PN cancellation experiment.
Conclusion of pilot-tone-aided phase noise cancellation algorithm

In section 3.5.2, experimental results for a high phase-noise tolerant pilot-tone aided 40 Gb/s DP-QPSK optical coherent system are presented. Both transmitter and LO lasers were free running VCSELs with approximately 300 MHz linewidths. An 80 km SMF transmission for PON system was successfully demonstrated by using pilot-tone-aided and off-line DSP dispersion compensation algorithms. Additionally, this thesis presents also a comparison between pilot-tone-aided and Viterbi-Viterbi phase recovery algorithms. The implementation of the pilot-tone aided algorithm resulted in a BER performance below 7% FEC threshold.

A novel pilot-tone detection DSP algorithm based on adaptive FIR filtering is also presented. In this case, the pilot tone is employed at the double-side first-null-point of the signal spectrum with no need for overhead in the frequency domain. For instance, in 40 Gb/s DP-QPSK systems, the pilot tone is inserted at 10 GHz first-null-point of transmitted signal. According to theoretical analysis, a line-width tolerance of approximately 10 MHz per laser [64, 65] for a 40 Gb/s DP-QPSK coherent system has been improved to 300 MHz.

3.6 Spectrum Narrowing induced Inter Symbol Interference Compensation DSP Algorithm

As it is discussed in previous sections, with the rapid growth of capacity requirements of optical transmission networks, there is a strong need to realize high capacity and high spectral efficient (SE) optical communication systems. The ultra dense wavelength division multiplexing (U-DWDM) technology based on advanced modulation format is a promising solution and is being intensively studied [66, 67]. U-DWDM technology requires optical or electrical pre-filtering to fulfil Nyquist sampling criterion [68]. Details of theoretical analysis will be presented in the subsequent chapter. Meanwhile, to facilitate ease of optical networking, tolerance of spectrum narrowing is critical, as signal channel spacing is degraded after transmission through optical channel, especially when reconfigurable optical add/drop multiplexers (ROADMs) nodes are used in the network [69]. Schematic of metro access networks with ROADMs application is shown in Figure 3.18. ROADMs spectrum narrowing effect is depicted in Figure 3.19. As it can be noticed in Figure 3.19, fifteen Gaussian order 3 band pass
filters cascaded introduce approximate 70% channel bandwidth narrowing.

Spectrum narrowing severely induce inter symbol interference (ISI) between continual transmitted sequences. Therefore, ISI compensation is essential to improve U-DWDM system performance in terms of optical signal to noise ratio (OSNR). Conventional digital signal processing (DSP) algorithm using adaptive decision feed forward equalizer is an inefficient solution, since this finite impulse response (FIR) filter enhance noise during compensation of spectrum narrowing [70].

Although maximum-likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) method has been successfully proved to mitigate ISI [71], the complexity of MLSE is exponentially increasing with the length of transmitted sequence. When the sequence length is becoming large, optimal MLSE is unfeasible.

Therefore, in order to achieve high spectrum narrowing tolerant optical communication systems, an adaptive channel estimation DSP algorithms combined with decision feedback equalizer is proposed in section 3.6. As a result, a high spectrum narrowing tolerance of proposed algorithms for 112 Gb/s dual polarization (DP) quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) transmission system is demonstrated by both simulation and experiment.
Theoretical overview of adaptive channel estimation technique

The proposed adaptive channel estimation algorithm schematic is shown in Figure 3.20. The polarization multiplexed signals are firstly fed into coherent detection receiver. Afterward, the received signals are sampled by analog to digital convertor (ADC) to two samples per symbol. The output digitized signals are fed into a butterfly filter composed of four feed forward FIR filters. As it is discussed in previous section, CMA algorithm is used to improve polarization demultiplex performance and compensate polarization rotation. The signals are sent to Viterbi-Viterbi carrier recovery block to demultiplex inphase and quadrature components and then to the adaptive channel estimation block.

The adaptive channel estimation requires estimation of noise level $\eta_k$; feed forward FIR tap coefficients $c_k$ and feed back equalizer tap coefficients $p_k$. For instance, in one orthogonal polarization, denoted as $x$-polarization, input of channel estimation is $x(k)$. Since a finite length feed forward equalizer is unable to cancel noncausal ISI completely, the feed back filter coefficients should be optimized according to the MMSE criterion whereby the additive noise power resulting from residual ISI is minimized. The

![Figure 3.19: ROADM bandwidth narrowing analysis.](image)
3.6 Spectrum Narrowing induced Inter Symbol Interference Compensation

DSP Algorithm

Figure 3.20: Schematic of adaptive channel estimation DSP algorithm.

correct channel estimation of $c_k$ and $p_k$ is able to minimize minimum mean square error (MMSE) between original transmitted signals and decision signals [72], which can be presented as

$$\min \{ E[\hat{x}(k) - x_d(k)]^2 \},$$

(3.31)

where $E\{\cdot\}$ represents statistical expectation, $\hat{x}(k)$, $x_d(k)$ are the outputs from adaptive equalizer and decision slicer respectively. Moreover $\hat{x}(k)$ can be presented as

$$\hat{x}(k) = x'(k) - \eta x(k)$$

(3.32)

with

$$\begin{cases}
  x'(k) = c_k \cdot x(k) \\
  x''(k) = x'(k) - \eta x(k) \\
  x_b(k) = p_k \cdot x_d(k)
\end{cases}$$

(3.33)

where $x'(k)$ is the symbol estimation after feed forward FIR filter, $x''(k)$ is noise subtracted result of $x'(k)$, and $x_b(k)$ is the output from decision feed back filter. Here, $c_k$ is known as coefficient of feed forward FIR filter, $p_k$ is coefficient of decision feed back filter, and $\eta_k$ is the coefficient of noise level estimation. The stochastic adaptive algorithm to find $c_k$, $\eta_k$ and $p_k$ can be implemented using the least mean square (LMS) algorithm [73]. The error factor is denoted as

$$e_k = x'(k) - x_d(k) - \eta x(k),$$

(3.34)

where $\eta x(k)$ is the noise level estimation with linear expression of

$$\eta x(k) = \eta_k \cdot x_d(k).$$

(3.35)
Moreover, the adaptive update equations of $c_k$, $p_k$ and $\eta_k$ can be presented as

$$\begin{align*}
c_{k+1} &= c_k + \mu e_k x(k) \\
p_{k+1} &= p_k - \gamma e_k x(k) \\
\eta_{k+1} &= (1 - \rho)\eta_k + \rho e_k
\end{align*}$$

(3.36)

where, $\mu$ is the step size of feed forward FIR equalizer; $\gamma$ is the step size of feed back equalizer and $\rho$ is an integration factor (a small value used to average $e_k$ over time $k$) [73]. As a result, symbol estimation $x'(k)$ is an estimation vector, which is given as

$$x'(k) \in \{x'(k-n), x'(k-n-1), x'(k-n-2) \ldots x'(k-1)\}$$

(3.37)

where $n$ is the length of feed back equalizer. Operation of noise subtracted $x'(k)$ combined with proper channel estimation coefficients from received signals is used to cancel most of precursor ISI [74]. According to accuracy estimation requirement of noise level $\eta_x(k)$, length of decision feed back equalizer can not be insufficient. Compared to the practical complexity requirements of MLSE algorithm, proposed adaptive channel estimation algorithm is feasible.

**Experiment setup and results**

Figure 3.21: 112 Gb/s DP-QPSK transmission experiment setup with adaptive channel estimation algorithm implementation.

Figure 3.21 shows the experiment setup of 112 Gb/s DP-QPSK optical communication system. A distributed feedback (DFB) laser operating at 1549.53 nm (193.47 THz) with 10 MHz line-width is used as optical signal
source to generate the QPSK signal. The pulse pattern generator (PPG) working at 28 Gbaud/s is operated as electrical signal source with $2^{15} - 1$ bit length to drive the optical QPSK modulator. After the QPSK modulator, optical channel is separated into two orthogonal polarizations by a polarization beam splitter (PBS). Afterward, two branches of orthogonally polarized optical channels are combined by a polarization beam combiner (PBC) to generate the 112 Gb/s DP-QPSK signal. The Finisar wave-shaper is then used as spectrum pre-filtering optical bandpass filter (OBPF). The OBPF is able to tune full width at half maximum (FWHM) of transmitted signal. FWHM is defined as 3 dB bandwidth of transmitted signal. At the receiver side, the pre-amplified coherent receiver structure is implemented. A tunable optical band-pass filter (with 0.5 nm/62.5 GHz FWHM) is used after the pre-amplifier in order to remove ASE noise from the EDFA. The local oscillator (LO) is a wavelength tunable external cavity laser (ECL) with 100 kHz line-width. In the coherent receiver structure, tuning LO wavelength enables channel selection due to optical heterodyning at the photodiode. The coherent receiver consists of two 90°-hybrids and balanced detectors. The 80 Gb/s digital sampling oscilloscope at the coherent receiver is used to sample the inphase and quadrature components.

![Figure 3.22: BER performance of 112 Gb/s DP-QPSK coherent systems.](image)
Figure 3.22 shows the back to back transmission bit error rate (BER) performance in terms of OSNR. In both results of simulation and experiment for back to back transmission, at 20 dB OSNR measurement point, BER performances are approaching zero, and at 16 dB OSNR measurement point, BER performances are around $10^{-3}$. In the experiment, these two OSNR measurement points (OSNR=16dB and OSNR=20dB) are under consideration and adaptive channel estimation DSP algorithm is implemented to compensate ISI induced by spectrum narrowing effect. Moreover constant modulus algorithm (CMA) is also employed to enable polarization rotation compensation, various DSP algorithms discussed before, such as frequency and phase off set recovery, QPSK demodulation and bit error detection are also implemented in section.

![Figure 3.22](image)

**Figure 3.23:** BER penalty vs. bandwidth narrowing with and without adaptive channel estimation algorithm @ 20 dB OSNR.

Figure 3.23 and Figure 3.24 show the experiment BER results. In the experiment, 20 dB OSNR and 16 dB OSNR measurement points are under consideration. At 20 dB OSNR measurement point, in case of without spectrum narrowing effect, BER performance is error free. As the signal spectrum space degrading, BER penalty grow dramatically. Meanwhile, using adaptive channel estimation algorithm, strongly reduce the BER penalty.
Especially at 20 GHz bandwidth (71% of original signal bandwidth), BER penalty is approximately reduced 2 dB by using adaptive channel estimation algorithms. At 16 dB OSNR measurement point, in case of without spectrum narrowing effect, BER performance is around $10^{-3}$. At 20 GHz bandwidth (71% of original signal bandwidth), BER penalty is also approximately reduced 2 dB by using adaptive channel estimation algorithms.

\[\text{Figure 3.24: BER penalty vs. bandwidth narrowing with and without adaptive channel estimation algorithm @ 16 dB OSNR.}\]

Therefore the proposed adaptive channel estimation DSP algorithm is successfully demonstrated in high spectrum narrowing tolerant 112 Gb/s QPSK polarization multiplex optical communication systems. The experiment results show that in case of 71% spectrum narrowing, proposed algorithm mitigate 2 dB BER penalties with both 16 dB OSNR and 20 dB OSNR cases. Compared to high computational complexity requirement of MLSE algorithm, proposed adaptive channel estimation DSP algorithm is feasible and practical.
3.7 Summary

This chapter has presented various digital signal processing algorithms associated with DP-QPSK optical transmission coherent systems. Such DSP algorithms are used to compensate for different transmission impairments. DSP algorithms discussed in chapter 3 include:

- A block-overlap CD compensation algorithm, which enables the off-line CD compensation with less complexity requirement than conventional serial frequency all-pass filter.

- A Gardner clock recovery algorithm, which enables sample clock mismatch compensation without the need for complicated optical phase lock loop.

- A butterfly FIR structure of polarization demultiplexing algorithm, which enables polarization multiplexing and rotation compensation.


- A novel adaptive channel estimation algorithm, which enables the inter symbol interference compensation induced by spectrum narrowing effect.
Chapter 4

DSP Algorithms for Multi Dimension CAP Modulation

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters, digital signal processing algorithms for optical coherent detection has been discussed. Optical coherent systems associated with DSP are considered as the promising solution for high capacity and high spectrum efficiency demand in next generation of optical transmission systems. Additional challenge of future optical networks is to support multiple users with access to multiple services such as voice, data, images and video while sharing the same physical infrastructure. Figure 4.1 shows the scenario of next generation optical networks supplying various services. In order to fulfill such requirements, carrierless amplitude-phase (CAP) modulation is considered as feasible solution. CAP modulation has been intensively studied for copper wires communication [75–77]. CAP is a multi dimensional and multi level signal modulation format employing orthogonal waveforms. These waveforms are generated by using FIR filters with orthogonal impulse responses in time domain, i.e. statistical expectation of correlation between different waveforms is zero. In principle, CAP modulation is similar to orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) modulation, in the sense that both of CAP and OFDM support multiple levels modulation with more than one dimension or sub-carrier. Contrary to OFDM, generation of orthogonal sub-carriers in frequency domain is not required for CAP. Additionally, CAP supports modulation in more than two dimensions, provided that orthogonal pulse shapes can be identified [77]. This possibility of multi dimensional modulation makes CAP an
attractive modulation format for next generation multiple services access networks. In chapter 4, DSP algorithms for multi dimensional multi level CAP modulation are under investigation. Similar as chapter 3, DSP algorithms used for CAP optical communication systems are implemented to compensate for transmission impairments. Chapter 4 is divided into three sections. After introductory section, general theoretical analysis for CAP modulation will be firstly introduced. Afterward, DSP algorithms for CAP optical transmission channel estimation are under investigation. Finally a bi-directional CAP transmission experiment using DSP channel estimation algorithm for passive optical networks will be demonstrated.

4.2 Theoretical Overview of CAP Technique

The basic idea of CAP generation is to use different pulse shapes as signature waveforms to modulate different data streams. At the transmitter side the signature waveforms are generated by orthogonal shaping FIR filters. At the receiver side the individual data streams are reconstructed by using match filter. The match filter used in the receiver has an impulse
response which is the time domain inversion of the impulse response of the transmitter filter. For instance, 2D CAP modulation employs a product of a square-root raised cosine filter and sine or cosine waveforms. Perfect reconstruction (PR) at the receiver is secured through the orthogonality of two FIR filters (sine and cosine). The square-root raised cosine waveform can be expressed as Equation 4.1,

\[ h_{SRRC}(t) = \frac{4\alpha}{\pi \sqrt{T}} \left( \frac{T^2}{T^2 - 4\alpha t} \right) \cos\left( \frac{(1 + \alpha) \pi t}{T} \right) + \frac{T}{4\alpha t} \sin\left( \frac{(1 - \alpha) \pi t}{T} \right) \] (4.1)

where \( T \) is a symbol period and \( \alpha \) is the roll-off factor. The \( \alpha \) factor influences the signal excess bandwidth in frequency domain.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Data} & \quad \text{Input} & \quad \text{Mapping} & \quad \text{CAP filter 1} & \quad \text{TX}_1 \\
\text{up} & \quad \text{CAP filter 2} & \quad \text{TX}_2 \\
\text{up} & \quad \text{CAP filter 3} & \quad \text{TX}_3 \\
\vdots & \quad \text{CAP filter n} & \quad \text{TX}_n \\
\text{Data} & \quad \text{Output} & \quad \text{Demapping} & \quad \text{match filter 1} & \quad \text{RX}_1 \\
\text{down} & \quad \text{match filter 2} & \quad \text{RX}_2 \\
\text{down} & \quad \text{match filter 3} & \quad \text{RX}_3 \\
\vdots & \quad \text{match filter n} & \quad \text{RX}_n
\end{align*}
\]

**Figure 4.2:** Schematic of n-dimensional CAP transponder.

The two orthogonal pulse shapes used as signature waveforms multiplied with the square-root raised cosine waveform are respectively given as

\[
\begin{align*}
f_1(t) &= h_{SRRC}(t) \cos 2\pi f_c t \\
f_2(t) &= h_{SRRC}(t) \sin 2\pi f_c t
\end{align*}
\] (4.2)
where $f_c$ is the carrier frequency suitable for the pass-band filters. The pair of waveforms $f_1$ and $f_2$ constitute a Hilbert pair. The Hilbert pair consists of two pulse shapes with the same magnitude response but phase response shifted by 90 degree. Furthermore, different branches of modulated signals are combined as transmitted signals to drive the direct modulated laser. At the receiver side, the optical signals are detected by photodiode. The inversion of the transmission filters are implemented to retrieve the original sequence of symbols. The original data can be recovered after down sample and demapping process. The general configuration of $n$-dimension CAP transponder is shown in Figure 4.2.

Higher dimensionality CAP can be implemented by modulating the data streams using more than two signature waveforms. These signature waveforms need to maintain the orthogonality. In order to fulfill such requirement, the up sampling factor needs to be increased. In that sense, high dimensionality should not be treated as a straight-forward method of increasing spectral efficiency. The Hilbert pair used for 2D CAP can not be used for higher dimensional CAP. Therefore, the new set of match filters need to be designed. A mini-max optimization approach has been previously employed to extend the conventional 2D CAP scheme to higher dimensionality such as 3D and 4D CAP. In section 4.2, the optimization algorithm in [78] has been used. The advantage of this formulation is that the frequency magnitude response of the transmitter and receiver filters will be exactly the same at both sides. Additionally, it is a straight-forward method to extend the design to higher dimensionality CAP systems. In Equation 4.3 the variables $f_i$ and $g_j$ represents the CAP transmitter and receiver FIR filters respectively.

$$P(f_i)g_j = \vec{\delta}, \quad i \in \{1, 2, 3, 4\}$$

$$P(f_i)g_j = \vec{0}, \quad i, j \in \{1, 2, 3, 4\} \text{ and } i \neq j$$

(4.3)

where $P(f_i)$ is a function of shift matrix that operates on vector $f_i$, $\vec{\delta}$ is a vector with unity elements and $\vec{0}$ is a vector of all zeros. The optimization algorithm for high dimensionality CAP is described as follows

$$\min_{f_1, f_2, f_3, ..., f_N} \max \left( |F'_1|, |F'_2|, |F'_3|, ..., |F'_N| \right)$$

(4.4)

subject to the PR condition in Equation 4.3 and

$$g_i = [F_i]^{-1}, \quad i \in \{1, 2, 3, ..., N\}$$

(4.5)

where $F_i$ is the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of vector $f_i$. The $F'_i$ is the out-of-band portion of the transmitter response above the boundary
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frequency $f_B$, which is used to ensure the receivers frequency response will be exactly the same as the transmitters. This means that the out-of-band spectral content of the filters is designed to be zero. For the multi dimension CAP system, there is minimum bandwidth requirement denoted as $f_{B,\text{min}}$ that will allow a PR condition. Any value smaller than $f_{B,\text{min}}$ will not result in a PR solution. For instance, the $f_B$ for 3D CAP system is at least equal to or greater than $\frac{3}{2\pi T}$ to preserve the PR condition [78]. Time domain cross correlation responses of match filters are shown in Figure 4.3. Moreover Figure 4.4 shows the optimized match filter impulse and frequency responses for 3D CAP.

Figure 4.3: 3D CAP cross correlation responses of transmitter-receiver match filters.
Figure 4.4: 3D CAP optimal match filter impulse and frequency responses.
4.3 DSP Algorithms for CAP Transmission Channel Estimation

In optical multi dimensional CAP transmission systems, inter symbol interference (ISI) induced by transmission impairments and multi dimensions cross talk is the main factor of system performance degrading. In section 4.3, a blind equalization using constant modulus algorithm (CMA) for CAP transmission channel estimation will be proposed. As it is stated in previous section, CMA equalizer is capable of tracking channel characteristic adaptively and compensating for transmission impairments effectively [79]. Moreover, blind CMA equalizer is simple to implement and suitable to equalize constant envelope signal, such as \( n \)-PSK signal. However, such CMA equalizer is not able to be used directly to multi dimensional CAP with advanced modulation format such as 16 QAM. Therefore, a coordinate transformed CMA equalizer is presented in this thesis for optical multi dimensional CAP transmission systems.

![Blind CMA Equalizer for 16 QAM Constellation: (a) conventional circle classed CMA for 16 QAM; (b) coordinate transformed CMA 16 QAM with highlighted unified circle.](image)

Figure 4.5: Blind CMA Equalizer for 16 QAM Constellation: (a) conventional circle classed CMA for 16 QAM; (b) coordinate transformed CMA 16 QAM with highlighted unified circle.

4.3.1 Theoretical overview of blind CMA Equalizer

To fulfil the theoretical analysis of blind CMA Equalizer, multi dimensional CAP with 16 QAM modulation format is under investigation. In
general, two types of CMA equalizer are capable of \( n \)-QAM modulation format channel estimation. Figure 4.5(a) and Figure 4.5(b) show the principle of conventional circle classed CMA and coordinate transformed CMA for 16 QAM based on constellation diagram. In case of conventional circle classed CMA, signals of 16 QAM are divided into three categories with different radius. That means three different structures of CMA equalizer are required to implement conventional circle classed CMA. Since the sixteen clusters of 16 QAM constellation are transformed into unified circle to generate four clusters as QPSK, coordinate transformed CMA is simple and feasible to employ.

**Figure 4.6:** Structure of \( n \) dimensional CAP transmission channel estimation using coordinate transformed (CT) blind CMA equalizer.

The transformed signals by using coordinate transformed CMA can be presented as

\[
x'_{n,\text{new}}(k) = \{x'_{n,R}(k) - 2\text{sign}[x'_{n,R}(k)]\} + i\{x'_{n,I}(k) - 2\text{sign}[x'_{n,I}(k)]\} \quad (4.6)
\]

where \( \text{sign}[\cdot] \) represents sign function. \( x'_{n,R}(k) \) and \( x'_{n,I}(k) \) are real (in-phase) and image (quadrature) part of one dimensional CAP signals after signal detection. The update function of adaptive N-taps weight vector \( w_n(k) \) using least mean square (LMS) algorithm is given as

\[
w_n(k + 1) = w_n(k) + \mu x'_{n,\text{new}}(k)e(k)x_n^*(k) \quad (4.7)
\]
where $\mu$ is the step size of LMS algorithm and $e(k)$ is the error function, which can be presented as

$$e(k) = R^2 - |x'_{n,new}(k)|^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.8)

where $R$ is the radius of unified circle. Moreover sufficient length of adaptive N-taps weight vector is required to validate the coordinate transformed CMA.

### 4.3.2 Bi-directional Multi Dimension CAP transmission demonstration

As it is discussed in the section 4.3.1, implementation of channel estimation DSP algorithms is under consideration as a promising solution to enable the multi Gb/s passive optical networks (PON) transmission. In section 4.3.2, an experimental demonstration concerning bi-directional multi dimension CAP transmission will be presented. To the best of author’s knowledge, this is the first demonstration of a bi-directional optical link using multi dimensional CAP and employing directly modulated (DM) vertical cavity surface emitting lasers (VCSELs) operating around 1550 nm wavelength (193.4145 THz) as transmitters.

![Figure 4.7: Experiment setup of multi dimensional CAP bi-directional transmission.](image)

Figure 4.7 shows the setup implemented in the experiment. The arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) with 12 GSa/s is used to generate the 3D and 4D CAP with 2 Level/Dimension (L/D) and 4 Level/Dimension (L/D) signals. For example, 3D CAP constellations with 2-L/D and 4-L/D are shown in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9. As it can be noticed, denotation
of 2-L/D can be considered as QPSK in two dimensional modulation format, as well the denotation of 4-L/D can be considered as 16 QAM in two dimensional modulation format.

As it is shown in the experiment setup configuration, for down link, data in the transmitter side is firstly mapped according to the given modulation level, such as 2-L/D and 4-L/D. Those symbols are up sampled and later shaped (or filtered), according to the optimization algorithm. The transmitter signature filters are implemented as fixed FIR filters. The 3D CAP signals at bit rate of 4.5 Gb/s (2-L/D) with an up sampling factor of 8 and 7.2 Gb/s (4-L/D) with an up sampling factor of 10 are generated by the arbitrary waveform generator (AWG). Meanwhile, for 4D-CAP, signals at bit rate of 4 Gb/s (2-L/D) with an up sampling factor of 12 and 5.3 Gb/s (4-L/D) with an up sampling factor of 18 are generated. Afterward, optical CAP signals are directly modulated with 1548.24 nm (193.63 THz) VCSEL with 4.5 GHz bandwidth operating at 4 mA bias level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signal</th>
<th>3D 2-L/D</th>
<th>3D 4-L/D</th>
<th>4D 2-L/D</th>
<th>4D 4-L/D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BR (Gb/s inc. 7% FEC)</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE (bits/s/Hz)</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up sampling factor</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth (GHz)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol rate (Gbaud)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: 3D/4D CAP up & down link: bit rate, spectral efficiency, up sampling factor, bandwidth and symbol rate with 2-L/D and 4-L/D.
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In the down link receiver side, a photodiode with 10 GHz bandwidth is used for direct detection. A 40 GSa/s digital sampling oscilloscope (DSO) is employed to sample the received analog signals. As it has been discussed in previous section, off-line DSP algorithms include receiver match filter, down sampling, signal demapping and DSP algorithm for channel estimation. Finally the BER performance in terms of received optical power are obtained to measure the CAP system performance. Mean parameters of bi-directional 3D and 4D CAP transmission experimental demonstration with 2-L/D and 4-L/D modulation formats are shown in Table 4.1. Furthermore, the similar transmitter-receiver structure is used for the up link transmission. However the carrier frequency is assigned to be different from down link carrier. The optical CAP signals of down link are directly modulated with 1548.96 nm (193.54 THz) VCSEL. As it can be noticed, approximate 100 GHz channel spacing between up and down link is employed to mitigate cross talk interference. Moreover, off-line DSP algorithms of blind CMA channel estimation equalizer are implemented to compensate for inter symbol interference (ISI) induced by 20 km standard single mode fiber (SSMF) transmission impairments.

Results of BER performances in terms of received optical power are presented as below. Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 show the comparison between with and without channel estimation DSP algorithm for 3D 2-L/D CAP in both of down and up transmission links. Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13 show the comparison between with and without channel estimation DSP algorithm for 4D 2-L/D CAP in both of down and up transmission links. In short, BER performances are improved approximate 0.5 dB by using channel estimation DSP algorithm after 20 km SSMF transmission in both case of 3D and 4D 2-L/D CAP.

Figure 4.14 presents BER performance of 3D CAP with 2-L/D modulation for back to back and 20 km SMF transmission. Figure 4.15 shows BER performance of 4D CAP with 2-L/D modulation for back to back and 20 km SMF transmission. Such BER performances in terms of received optical power are all obtained by using DSP algorithm of blind CMA equalizer.

In Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.17, BER performances of 3D and 4D CAP with 4-L/D modulation for back to back and 20 km SSMF transmission are presented.
Figure 4.10: Comparison between with and without channel estimation for 3D 2-L/D CAP bi-directional transmission down link.

Figure 4.11: Comparison between with and without channel estimation for 3D 2-L/D CAP bi-directional transmission up link.
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**Figure 4.12:** Comparison between with and without channel estimation for 4D 2-L/D CAP bi-directional transmission down link.

**Figure 4.13:** Comparison between with and without channel estimation for 4D 2-L/D CAP bi-directional transmission up link.
**Figure 4.14:** BER vs received optical power of 3D 2-L/D CAP bi-directional transmission.

**Figure 4.15:** BER vs received optical power of 4D 2-L/D CAP bi-directional transmission.
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Figure 4.16: BER vs received optical power of 3D 4-L/D CAP bi-directional transmission.

Figure 4.17: BER vs received optical power of 4D 4-L/D CAP bi-directional transmission.
4.4 Summary

In Chapter 4, the generation and transmission of multi dimensional CAP modulation for optical communication systems have been demonstrated. Moreover off-line DSP algorithms of blind CMA equalizer compensating for multi dimensional CAP modulation transmission impairments are under investigation.

A bi-directional optical transmission using 3D/4D CAP with 2-L/D and 4-L/D modulation is demonstrated. In order to achieve metro-access reach, blind coordinate transformed CMA equalizer is implemented. This experiment demonstrated system provides potentially a cost effective solution for next generation access networks. The spectral efficiency for 2-level/dimension are 2.25 bits/s/Hz and 1 bits/s/Hz for 3D-CAP and 4D-CAP, 4-level/dimension are 3.6 bits/s/Hz and 1.325 bits/s/Hz for 3D-CAP and 4D-CAP are presented in this work. To the best of author’s knowledge this is the first demonstration of a bi-directional optical link using multi dimensional CAP and employing DM-VCSELs.
Chapter 5

Ultra Dense WDM Systems with Coherent Detection

5.1 Introduction

Recent research experiments have demonstrated dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) systems with advanced modulation formats, such as quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) and orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), achieving capacity of 1 Tb/s mainly for long haul application [80–82]. A dual polarization (DP) QPSK DWDM system with 10 sub-channels, employing 10 continuous-wave (CW) lasers achieving 3.0 b/s/Hz of SE has been demonstrated [80]. An optical OFDM WDM experiment based on single sideband modulation achieved 3.3 b/s/Hz of SE [81]. To best of our knowledge, the closest sub-channel spacing for conventional (non-OFDM) DWDM system achieved 1.1 times of baud rate with 3.6 b/s/Hz of SE [82].

In chapter 5, an alternative schematic known as ultra dense WDM with a flexible channel spacing less than 25GHz will be proposed. It may allow for the evolutionary path from conventional infrastructures towards more scalable and spectrally efficient networks. This trend is supported by the increased demand for more capacity, flexibility, upgrading of transmission technique while keeping some legacy ones, in particular in the metro-access segments of the optical network [83, 84]. Scenario of optical WDM system with fixed channel spacing is shown in Figure 5.1. However, to cope with the required bandwidth efficiency, future ultra dense WDM scheme will need to use extremely close channel spacing that implies taking measures to mitigate the resultant detrimental effects from crosstalk and neighboring
channels interferences. Scenario of ultra dense WDM with flexible channel spacing system is shown in Figure 5.2.

Chapter 5 is divided into three sections. After introductory section, theoretical concept and analysis of ultra dense WDM systems will be presented. Furthermore, a ultra dense WDM optical communication coherent system using DSP decision feedback equalizer algorithm is experimentally demonstrated.

5.2 Generation of Ultra Dense WDM Channels

The conventional dense WDM systems use individual lasers to generate sub-channels with different central wavelength. The polarization multiplexing (PM) QPSK WDM system experiments demonstrate 10 sub-channels WDM with SE 3.0 b/s/Hz required 10 continue-wavelength (CW) lasers [80]. For ultra dense WDM systems generation, coherent OFDM (CO-OFDM) is under consideration as a feasible implementation [85]. The sub-carriers in CO-OFDM system are spaced exactly at the baud rate and each carriers is phase-locked and also symbol transition-aligned to all other [86]. This approach is less sensitive to phase noise, since OFDM is applied inter carriers rather than intra carriers and the resulting symbol rate is large. An alternative approach is known as frequency domain comb generation.
The schematic of optical ultra dense WDM system generation using comb generator is depicted in Figure 5.3. The basic idea of frequency domain comb generation is to serially combine the duplicated signal carriers in frequency domain. Moreover channel spacing $\Delta \lambda$ can be controlled by using external electrical synthesizer. The common comb generation approach is known as single side band modulation using single Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM). After comb generation, signal carriers with different carrier frequencies $[\lambda_0, \lambda_1, \cdots, \lambda_n]$ are split into individual optical modulators. This ultra dense WDM structure is suitable for point-to-multipoint PONs to increase amount of users serviceable from a single central office. As it has been discussed previously, cognitive coherent detection is recommended. Experimental demonstration will be presented in section 5.3.

Figure 5.3: Schematic of optical ultra WDM system generation

5.3 1.2 Tb/s Ultra Dense WDM System

In section 5.3, an experimental implementation is presented concerning a long reach ultra dense WDM system based on a single distributed feed back (DFB) laser to generate 30 sub-channels with DP-QPSK modulation. In this demonstration, sub-channel spacing is equal to the baud-rate, achieving 4.0 b/s/Hz of SE and 1.2 Tb/s of aggregate capacity over 80 km SMF for metro-access networking. To avoid the employment of arrayed waveguide grating, a coherent receiver with local oscillator (LO) laser is used to select the sub-channels. The off-line DSP algorithms are developed to compensate for optical transmission impairments including chromatic dispersion.
5.3.1 Ultra Dense WDM System Experiment Setup

The ultra dense WDM structure is realized using recirculated single side band modulation (SSB). Figure 5.4 shows the schematic of the experimental setup. A single DFB laser operating at 1549.53 nm (193.47 THz) with 10 MHz line-width is used as source to generate the sub-channels.

A Mach-Zehnder modulator operates as single side band modulator. An external synthesizer drives the single side band modulator to control the sub-channel generation loop, which is known as the comb generator. Comb generator shifts the first input channel by a frequency spacing determined by the external synthesizer clock output. In the experiment, frequency spacing is set equal to 10 GHz. As a result, each round generates one more sub-channel. A tunable optical band-pass filter with full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 5 nm (625 GHz) is used to control the bandwidth of the comb generator. After the comb generator, the sub-channels are separated into two orthogonal polarizations by a polarization beam splitter (PBS). The polarized sub-channels are then fed into two identical QPSK modulators. A non-return-zero (NRZ) pseudo random binary sequence (PRBS) with $2^{15} - 1$ bit length provides the electrical data source. After the QPSK modulator, two uncorrelated branches of orthogonally polarized QPSK signals are combined by a polarization beam combiner (PBC) to generate the DP QPSK signals. Differently from [81] and [82], sub-channels are firstly generated and then modulate each polarization branch individually. This schematic provides the possibility of using a different modulation format for each polarization branch. Meanwhile, a polarization controller (PC) inside the comb generator is used to control polarization rotation during one round. If polarization maintaining fiber is used throughout the comb generator, the PC can be omitted.

A pre-amplified coherent receiver structure is then implemented. A tunable optical band-pass filter (0.5 nm/62.5 GHz FWHM) is used after the pre-amplifier in order to remove ASE noise from the EDFA. The local oscillator (LO) is a wavelength tunable external cavity laser (ECL) with 100 kHz line-width. In the coherent receiver structure, tuning LO wavelength enables channel selection due to optical heterodyning at the photodiode. The coherent receiver consists of two $90^\circ$-hybrids and balanced detectors. 40 Gb/s digital sampling oscilloscope at the coherent receiver is used to sample the in-phase and quadrature components.

In this experiment, off-line DSP algorithms are employed to compensate for chromatic dispersion (CD), instead of using dispersion compensation fiber (DCF) after 80 km single mode fiber (SMF) transmission. A
constant modulus algorithm (CMA) enables polarization rotation compensation; DSP algorithms implement frequency and phase offset removal, QPSK demodulation and bit error detection. Since the sub-channels are spaced at a frequency corresponding to the baud rate, crosstalk and overlap from sub-channels severely affects the BER performance. Therefore, DSP algorithm is required to reduce the detrimental effect of inter channel interference (ICI). Such nonlinear decision feedback equalizer (DFE) consisting of a feed forward filter (FFE) and a feedback filter (FBE) is then used to improve the system performances. The taps of the two equalizers are adjusted using a least mean square (LMS) stochastic algorithm.

Figure 5.4: Figure 1. Experiment setup: OBPF, optical band-pass filter; PC, polarization controller; ECL, external cavity laser; PBS, polarization beam splitter; PBC, polarization beam combiner; OSNR, optical SNR monitor.

5.3.2 Experiment Results and Analysis

The sub-channels signal spectra are presented below. Figure 5.5 shows the signal spectrum after sub-channel generation and Figure 5.6 shows the signal spectrum after modulation and transmission.

To avoid performance degradation, selected sub-channels with tone to noise ratio (TNR) are more than 15 dB. The TNR differences between different sub-channels are induced by the loop accumulated ASE noise from EDFA. From Figure 5.6, the generation of more than 30 sub-channels can be verified in 5 nm (625 GHz) bandwidth from 1545.10 nm to 1550.10 nm; even more sub-channels can be generated with a low noise EDFA to further improve system transmission bit rate. For 15 dB TNR and above, the sub-channels are successfully detected with bit error rate (BER) below the 7%
overhead FEC threshold as shown in the Figure 5.7.

![Ultra dense WDM signal spectrum for 30 sub-channels after comb generator.](image1)

**Figure 5.5:** Ultra dense WDM signal spectrum for 30 sub-channels after comb generator.

![Ultra dense WDM signal spectrum for 30 sub-channels after transmission.](image2)

**Figure 5.6:** Ultra dense WDM signal spectrum for 30 sub-channels after transmission.

The BER performances of the ultra dense WDM system with back to back and 80 km SMF transmission using DSP dispersion compensation
Figure 5.7: Ultra dense WDM signal back to back BER performance for 30 sub-channels.

Figure 5.8: Ultra dense WDM 10\textsuperscript{th} sub-channels BER performance with back to back and 80 km SMF transmission compared with the BER performance of single channel 40 Gb/s DP-QPSK system, and ultradense WDM 10\textsuperscript{th} sub-channels transmission BER performance with DFE.
algorithms are shown as following. Figure 5.7 shows the BER performance for back to back of 30 sub-channels. As a result, the BER performances for all of 30 sub-channels are below the 7% overhead FEC threshold. Variations observed in BER performance across sub-channels are due to differences in the TNR of the different sub-channels.

Figure 5.8 shows the BER performance for 10\textsuperscript{th} sub-channel back to back and 80 km SMF transmission with DSP compensation algorithms. One sub-channel (10\textsuperscript{th} sub-channel) is selected from the ultra dense WDM signals and measure the ICI penalty. For reference, the single channel 40 Gb/s DP-QPSK back to back and 80 km SMF transmission BER performance is presented. Figure 5.8 indicates that after 80 km SMF transmission, DSP compensation algorithms are able to compensate for CD. The BER performance of back to back and 80 km transmission measurement penalty is lower than 0.5 dB. Figure 5.8 also shows the 10\textsuperscript{th} sub-channel BER performance comparison between scenarios with and without DFE after 80km SMF transmission.

Since the ultra dense WDM sub-channels are spaced exactly at the baud rate. Therefore, conventional WDM demultiplexing using optical band-pass filter or AWG can not filter out the in band overlapping. The DFE algorithm is implemented to reduce ICI. As a result, from Figure 5.8, DFE algorithm improves the BER performance by about 2.7 dB.

5.3.3 Decision Feedback Equalizer

As the channel distortion or the ICI of ultra dense WDM transmission system is too severe for a linear equalizer to mitigate the channel impairments, non-linear equalizer has been used. A DFE is a non-linear structure that uses previous detector decision to eliminate the ISI on pulses currently demodulated.

The basic idea is that if the values of the symbols previously detected are known, then ISI contributed by these symbols can be canceled out exactly at the output of the forward filter (FFE) by subtracting previous symbol values with appropriate weighting factor. The DFE equalizer will not amplify the noise, cause according to its structure, the equalization process is done through the feedback, noiseless, data applying symbol-by-symbol detection with successive cancelation of the interference caused by the detected symbols.

A nonlinear DFE, shown in Figure 5.9, consisting of a feed-forward filter (FFE) and a feed-back filter (FBE) is used in coherent receiver, after the carrier phase recovery block, to improve the system performances [87]. The
taps of the two equalizers are adjusted using a least mean square (LMS) stochastic algorithm.

\[ \text{FFE} \quad \Rightarrow \quad \text{DFE} \quad \Rightarrow \quad \text{Slicer} \]

\[ \text{Adaptive weight Control I} \quad \text{Adaptive weight Control II} \]

**Figure 5.9:** Schematic of DFE DSP algorithm.

\[ \text{BER performance comparison between with and without DFE DSP algorithm.} \]

**Figure 5.10:** BER performance comparison between with and without DFE DSP algorithm for ultra dense WDM system after 80 km

Figure 5.10 shows the BER performance comparison between with and without DFE DSP algorithm for ultra dense WDM system after 80 km
SMF transmission. As a result, approximate 2.7 dB BER improvement can be obtained by using DFE algorithms to compensate for inter channel interference induced by ultra narrow channel spacing.

5.4 Summary

In chapter 5, by using single side band modulation method, transmit ultra DWDM $30 \times 40$ Gb/s DP-QPSK signals at 1.2 Tb/s bit rate with back to back and 80 km SMF has been experimentally demonstrated. The ultra dense WDM sub-channels spaced at exactly the baud rate. As a result, SE 4.0 b/s/Hz is achieved. The off-line DSP algorithms are implemented to compensate CD, PMD and ICI after 80 km SMF transmission. This ultra dense WDM system indicates higher SE, higher speed than conventional WDM system with all commercial available low cost equipments. Further increasing number of sub-channels with low noise EDFA can be achieved to increase the entire systems transmission bit rate.
Chapter 6

Conclusion and Outlook

The modern generation of optical communication networks are required to fulfill a set of different technical requirements, such as high capacity, better spectral efficiency and system flexibility. In that sense, optical transmission systems using digital signal processing (DSP) algorithms are under consideration as the promising solutions. In this thesis, various DSP algorithms have been studied to compensate for fiber transmission impairments in different optical transmission systems. Instead of using costly physical dispersion compensation technique, off-line DSP compensation algorithms are low-cost and feasible to implement. Moreover, in this thesis, coherent detection technique is also under investigation. There are different reasons why the utilization of coherent detection can be very beneficial, such as improved optical transmission sensitivity, high spectrum efficiency, and cost efficiency of transmission dispersion compensation. In general, several experimental demonstrations of optical communication systems associated with DSP algorithms have been presented in this thesis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System type</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Main achievements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coherent DP-QPSK</td>
<td>20 Gb/s</td>
<td>less complexity requirement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coherent pilot-aided</td>
<td>40 Gb/s</td>
<td>300 MHz line-width tolerance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coherent DP-QPSK</td>
<td>112 Gb/s</td>
<td>71 % bandwidth narrowing tolerance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coherent DP-QPSK</td>
<td>1.2 Tb/s</td>
<td>ultra dense WDM, 4.0 bit/s/Hz SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAP</td>
<td>7.2 Gb/s</td>
<td>3D/4D CAP supporting multi-users</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Mean novel experiment achievements for different fiber transmission systems over standard single mode fiber.
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Conclusion

Main achievements are briefly concluded in the Table 6.1. As it can be noticed, coherent dual polarization quadrature phase shift keying (coherent DP-QPSK) systems using various DSP algorithms are presented. Overall, block-overlap chromatic dispersion compensation algorithm has been proposed to fulfil less complexity requirement. A pilot-tone aided phase noise cancelation algorithm is used to improve laser line-width tolerance of 40 Gb/s DP-QPSK system from 10 MHz per laser to 300 MHz. Adaptive channel estimation algorithm is employed to compensate for 71% spectrum narrowing effect. Decision feed back equalizer is implemented to generate 1.2 Tb/s ultra dense WDM DP-QPSK system.

All of proposed DSP algorithms are used to compensate for transmission impairments to guarantee an acceptable system performance in case of propagation with deployed fiber channels for optical metro access networks. In this thesis, various transmission impairments are under investigation, such as chromatic dispersion, polarization mode dispersion and phase/frequency transmission offset. Basic concept analysis of conventional DSP compensation algorithms are also demonstrated in this thesis, including frequency domain all pass CD compensation, Gardner clock recovery algorithm, butterfly FIR equalizer polarization demultiplexing and Viterbi-Viterbi carrier recovery algorithm.

Moreover, multi dimension multi level carrierless amplitude/phase (CAP) transmission systems with blind channel estimation DSP algorithm has been proposed to fulfil additional challenge of supporting various services with different users in optical communication networks. In principle, the purpose of using DSP channel estimation algorithms is to compensate inter symbol interference induced by multi modulation levels cross talk effect in CAP transmission systems. As a result, in this thesis, 3D/4D with 2-level/dimension and 4-level/dimension CAP transmission systems using blind CMA equalizer channel estimation has been presented.

Outlook

As it has been already discussed in this thesis, next generation of optical communication systems require high capacity, better spectrum efficiency and more system flexibilities. According to the enormous increasing of data rate demand of the optical fiber transmission systems, implementation of optical coherent detection associated with digital signal processing technique is a recommended in this thesis.
Nowadays, capacity demand of optical communication systems is evolving from 40 Gb/s, 100 Gb/s towards 400 Gb/s. In that sense, more advanced optical modulation formats are required. In the near future, fiber transmission systems using 16 QAM, 64 QAM, and even more advanced modulation formats associated with novel DSP compensation algorithms will become feasible. For instance, increasing the data rate to 400 Gb/s is prospected to be achieved by different techniques. First approach is taking advantage of digital sampling speed fast developing that increase DP-QPSK signal baud rate from 28 Gbaud to 80 Gbaud [88]. Another method is using CO-OFDM signal with 16-QAM subcarrier modulation through orthogonal band multiplexing [89].

For the next generation of optical transmission systems, in order to extend communication system reach, compensation algorithms for non-linear transmission impairments have to be considered. For instance, a pilot-tone aided nonlinearity compensation technique will be considered more favorably in future optical transmission systems [8]. Moreover in order to further increase the aggregate data rate carried on transmission fiber, spacing division multiplexing technique can play a important role. However that is a still open research topic of optical communication systems.
Paper 1: Engineering Rules for Chromatic Dispersion Compensation in Digital Receivers for Optical Coherent PolMux QPSK Links

Abstract—We consider block overlap chromatic dispersion compensation in optical coherent polarization multiplex quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) links. We validate engineering rules for block length to compensate different values of chromatic dispersion by simulation and experiment.

I. INTRODUCTION

Digital receivers for Polarization Multiplex (PolMux) Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) optical coherent link comprise stages of digital signal processing algorithms to compensate for Chromatic Dispersion (CD), Polarization Mode Dispersion (PMD) among other optical signal fibre transmission impairments. Those algorithms commonly require performing operations such as Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) over a given block length of data samples. The chosen length of such block determines both the complexity of implementing those operations and the accuracy they can achieve in compensating for signal impairments. We deal with the case of chromatic dispersion compensation employing Block Overlap (BO) algorithm for PolMux QPSK links. The BO approach for CD compensation was first proposed by Riichi Kudo et al., [1]. With the purpose of achieving the lowest possible complexity, we draw new engineering rules for BO CD compensation to determine the required block length sufficient to achieve a given level of compensation.

II. COHERENT POLMUX QPSK LINK

The schematic diagram of the coherent PolMux QPSK link is shown as Fig.1. In the transmitter, two QPSK signals are modulated into two orthogonal polarizations. In the coherent receiver front end, each individual orthogonal polarization is mixed with optical local oscillator in a 90° optical hybrid. The resultant in-phase and quadrature electrical signals are fed into an Analog to Digital Converter (ADC). The digitized samples are used for off-line demodulation and digital signal processing algorithms such as CD compensation, PMD compensation, Frequency & Carrier recovery, and error counting.

III. BLOCK OVERLAP CD COMPENSATION ALGORITHM

A conventional DSP algorithm for serial, frequency domain, CD compensation requires that the FFT operation is applied to entire data sample set [2]. As the length of the samples increases, FFT operation requires more computation capacity. The complexity of implementing real time systems depends on the number of complex multiplications [3]. In the case of radix-2 FFT, the number of complex multiplications required may be expressed by \( \frac{1}{2} \log_2(L) \), where \( L \) is the length of FFT. The Block Overlap (BO) CD compensation algorithm applies Frequency Domain Equalization (FED) to blocks of samples instead of the entire data sample set. The output signal of the ADC stage (Fig.1) are data samples, that are divided into blocks (Fig.2a) with fixed length \( N \) (\( N < L \)). For illustration purposes (Fig.2), we consider the case when the length of the overlapped part is half of the block length. In this half-overlap case, half of the block is composed of the current samples (Fig.2b), and the rest is composed of equally length, \( N \), data samples from the left and right neighboring blocks. Although the FFT processing complexity is reduced to that of a single block, instead of the entire data sample set, Inter Block Interference (IBI) may affect the performance. To combat IBI, the result of the FFT due to the overlapped samples (Fig.2b and Fig.2c) is discarded. \( N_1 \) denotes the length of the discarded FFT output samples. Although a large discard length can reduce significantly IBI, it comes again at the expenses of complexity. However, it is possible to implement a BO algorithm with specific engineering rules for the block and discard length that can reduce IBI and achieve a targeted compensation level for a given CD value. In this paper, to compensate for CD, a Frequency Domain Equalization (FED)
algorithm is implemented (Fig.2d), based on a frequency all-pass filter. The frequency response for an all-pass filter to compensate fibre CD can be expressed as,

\[ G(z, \omega) = \exp(-jD \frac{\lambda^2}{2 \pi c} \frac{\omega^2}{2} z + jS(\frac{\lambda^2}{2 \pi c})^2 \frac{\omega^2}{6}) \]  

(1)

Where \( D \) is the dispersion coefficient, \( S \) is the dispersion slop, \( \omega \) is the angular frequency, \( \lambda \) is the light wavelength, \( c \) is the light velocity, and \( z \) is the fibre length. After frequency domain CD compensation, IFFT inverts the sequence back to the time domain (Fig.2e).

IV. ENGINEERING RULES FOR BO CD COMPENSATION

We define \( \frac{\beta}{\alpha} \) as the ratio of discarded samples length to block length, where \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are coprime integers, \( \beta \in [\frac{1}{2}, 1) \). In the case of half-overlap, the number of blocks is equal to \( 2[N/L] - 1 \), where square bracket is the ceil integer function. A single block FFT only needs \( \frac{1}{2} \log_2(N) \) complex multiplications compared to \( \frac{1}{2} \log_2(L) \) required for serial compensation \( (N << L) \). To avoid IBI, the value of the discarded data length \( N_1 \) is defined by the following engineering rule as,

\[ N_1 = Dz \frac{\Gamma S^2}{c} R_s \]  

(2)

Where \( \Gamma \) is the full-wave-half-maximum spectrum bandwidth of the signal, and \( R_s \) is sample rate. In our computer simulation, \( R_s \) is set to 56 GSa/s. The operating wavelength is 1550 nm. The dispersion slop parameter \( S \) is set as 0. Nyquist criterion specifies \( \Gamma \) to be 56 GHz. If CD is 16000 ps/nm, then \( N_1 = 448 \). In order to fulfill the radix-2 FFT requirement, \( N_1 \) is set to \( 2^n \) (512), which means the block length is \( 2^{10} \) (2048), and that \( 2^{10} \) (1024) samples are discarded (Fig.3a). From Fig.3, our simulation results show that, a given value of chromatic dispersion requires specific block length to approach the back to back transmission bit error rate performance. Engineering rule defines the number of complex multiplication required for one block and for entire data sample set as,

\[ \begin{cases} \frac{1}{2} \log_2(\frac{2^\alpha}{N_1}) & \text{one block} \\ \frac{1}{2} \log_2(\beta(L - 2N_1)) & \text{entire data sample set} \end{cases} \]  

(3)

From (3), when \( \frac{\beta}{\alpha} \) is equal to \( \frac{1}{2} \), the complexity required for one block achieves the minimum value, as a result it is also for the entire data sample. Therefore, half-overlap BO CD compensation is the least complex scheme to implement.

V. 20 Gb/s QPSK EXPERIMENT WITH BO CD

We experimentally validate the engineering rules for a 20 Gb/s QPSK link, with 40 km single mode fibre transmission operating at 1550 nm. The value of the laser linewidth is 2 MHz. At the receiver side, noise loading is used to emulate different values for optical signal to noise ratio (OSNR). The 200 kHz linewidth ECL laser is used as local oscillator. Fig.4 shows the results for the Bit Error Rate (BER), with and without BO CD compensation being implemented. We can observe that BO CD compensation algorithm reduces the CD induced BER penalty by 3dB. There is still a nearly 1.2 dB penalty remaining from other impairments not compensated for in our set-up. Moreover, our BO CD algorithm achieves the same BER performance as the serial all-pass frequency domain CD compensation algorithm.

VI. CONCLUSION

Block Overlap Chromatic Dispersion (BO CD) compensation in optical coherent PolMux QPSK 112 Gb/s link is proven by computer simulation and experimentally validated for a 20 Gb/s QPSK 40 km transmission experiment. The experimental results validate our derived engineering rule for BO CD compensation. The BO CD compensation algorithm reduces the computational complexity of a serial frequency all-pass filter approach substantially, to that of a single block.
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Abstract—We experimentally demonstrate an ultra dense WDM system with sub-channel spacing at the baud rate, achieving 4.0 b/s/Hz spectral efficiency and aggregate capacity of 1.2 Tb/s data transmission over 80-km SMF, for long reach access networking.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid growth of capacity requirements of optical transmission networks, there is a strong need to realize high bit rate and highly spectral efficient (SE) optical transmission technologies. Next-generation optical access networks will therefore consider supporting aggregate capacities beyond 40 Gb/s and in the longer term capacities approaching 1 Tb/s. The challenges for Tb/s access networks are related to efficient spectral usage, to benefit from well-established and mature components and technologies at the C and L bands; and to reduce complexity, particularly at the end-user side; and where possible in the whole system. Therefore, since digital coherent transmission technology is becoming preferable for next generation optical transport links, it is interesting to evaluate its performance and feasibility and derive requirements for its application in long reach metro-access links. Recent research experiments have demonstrated dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) systems with advanced modulation formats, such as quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) and orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), achieving capacity of 1 Tb/s mainly for long haul application [1-3]. A dual polarization (DP) QPSK DWDM system with 10 sub-channels, employing 10 continuous-wave (CW) lasers achieving 3.0 b/s/Hz of SE has been demonstrated [1]. An optical OFDM WDM experiment based on single sideband modulation achieved 3.3 b/s/Hz of SE [2]. To best of our knowledge, the closest sub-channel spacing for conventional (non-OFDM) DWDM system achieved 1.1 times of baud rate with 3.6 b/s/Hz of SE [3].

In this paper, we report on an experimental implementation of a long reach ultra dense WDM system based on a single distributed feed back (DFB) laser to generate 30 sub-channels with DP QPSK modulation. The sub-channel spacing is equal to the baud-rate, achieving 4.0 b/s/Hz of SE and 1.2 Tb/s of aggregate capacity over 80 km SMF for metro-access networking. To avoid the employment of arrayed waveguide grating, a coherent receiver with local oscillator (LO) laser is used to select the sub-channel. We have developed digital signal processing (DSP) algorithms to compensate for optical transmission impairments including chromatic dispersion (CD).

II. EXPERIMENT SETUP

The ultra dense WDM system is realized using recirculated single side band modulation (SSB) [3]. Figure 1 shows the schematic of our experimental setup. A single DFB laser operating at 1549.53 nm (193.47 THz) with 10 MHz line-width is used source to generate the sub-channels. A nested Mach-Zehnder modulator operates as single side band modulator. An external synthesizer drives the single side band modulator to control the sub-channel generation loop, which is also called the comb generator [3]. Comb generator shifts the first input channel by a frequency spacing determined by the external synthesizer clock output. In the experiment, frequency spacing is set equal to 10 GHz. As a result, each round generates one more sub-channel. A tunable optical band-pass filter with full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 5 nm (625 GHz) is used to control the bandwidth of the comb generator. After the comb generator, the sub-channels are separated into two orthogonal polarizations by a polarization beam splitter (PBS). The polarized sub-channels are then fed into two identical QPSK modulators. A non-return-zero (NRZ) pseudo random binary sequence (PRBS) with $2^{15}-1$ bit length provides the electrical data source. After the QPSK modulator, two uncorrelated branches of orthogonally polarized QPSK signals are combined by a polarization beam combiner (BBC) to generate the DP QPSK signals. Differently from [2] and [3], we first generate sub-channels and then QPSK modulate each polarization branch individually. This schematic provides the possibility of using a different modulation format for each polarization branch. Meanwhile, a polarization controller (PC) inside the comb generator is used to control polarization rotation during one round. If polarization maintaining fiber is used throughout the comb generator, the PC can be omitted. A pre-amplified receiver structure is then implemented. A tunable optical band-pass filter (0.5 nm/62.5 GHz FWHM) is used after the pre-amplifier in order to remove ASE noise from the EDFA. The local oscillator (LO) is a wavelength tunable external cavity laser (ECL) with 100 kHz line-width. In the coherent receiver structure, tuning LO wavelength enables channel selection due to optical heterodyning at the photodiode. The coherent receiver consists of two 90° hybrids and balanced detectors. 40 Gb/s digital sampling oscilloscope
at the coherent receiver is used to sample the inphase and quadrature components. In our experiment, we employed DSP algorithms to compensate for chromatic dispersion (CD), instead of using dispersion compensation fiber (DCF) after 80 km single mode fiber (SMF) transmission. A constant modulus algorithm (CMA) enables polarization rotation compensation; DSP algorithms implement frequency and phase offset removal, QPSK demodulation and bit error detection. Since the sub-channels are spaced at a frequency corresponding to the baud rate, crosstalk and overlap from sub-channels severely affects the BER performance. Therefore we develop a DFE algorithm in DSP to reduce the detrimental effect of ICI.

Figure 1. Experiment setup: OBPF, optical band-pass filter; PC, polarization controller; ECL, external cavity laser; PBS, polarization beam splitter; PBC, polarization beam combiner; OSNR, optical SNR monitor.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the sub-channels signal spectra. Figure 2 (a) shows the signal spectrum after sub-channel generation and Figure 2 (b) shows the signal spectrum after modulation and transmission. To avoid performance degradation, we select sub-channels with tone to noise ratio (TNR) more than 25 dB. The TNR differences between different sub-channels are induced by the loop accumulated ASE noise from EDFA [2]. From Figure 2, we can verify the generation of more than 30 sub-channels in 5 nm (625 GHz) bandwidth from 1545.10 nm to 1550.10 nm; we can generate even more sub-channels with a low noise EDFA to further improve system transmission bit rate. For 25 dB TNR and above, we successfully detect the sub-channels with bit error rate (BER) below the 7% overhead FEC threshold as shown in the Figure 3.

Figure 3 (a) shows the BER performance for all of 30 sub-channels is below the 7% overhead FEC threshold. Variations observed in BER performance across sub-channels are due to differences in the TNR of the different sub-channels. Figure 3 (b) shows the BER performance for 10th sub-channel back to back and 80 km SMF transmission with DSP compensation algorithms. We select one sub-channel (10th sub-channel) from the ultradense WDM signal and measure the ICI penalty. For reference, we show the single channel 40 Gb/s DP QPSK back to back and 80 km SMF transmission BER performance. Figure 3 (b) indicates that after 80 km SMF transmission, DSP compensation algorithms are able to compensate for CD. The BER performance of back to back and 80 km transmission measurement penalty is lower than 0.5 dB. Figure 3 (b) shows the 10th sub-channel BER performance comparison between scenarios with and without DFE after 80km SMF transmission. Since the ultradense WDM sub-channels are spaced exactly at the baud rate, we implement the DFE algorithm to reduce ICI. As a result, from Figure 3 (b), DFE algorithm improves the BER performance by about 2.7 dB.

IV. CONCLUSION

We experimentally demonstrate a WDM 30×40 Gb/s DP QPSK achieving 1.2 Tb/s transmission over 80 km SMF for long reach metro-access networking on a bandwidth of 300 GHz. The ultradense WDM sub-channel spacing at exactly the baud rate achieves 4.0 b/s/Hz of SE; DSP algorithms compensate for CD and ICI effects. Our results show that ultradense WDM systems can be realized with higher SE and higher capacity than conventional WDM and are suitable for potential applications in metro-access networking.
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Abstract: We experimentally demonstrate high spectrum narrowing tolerant 112-Gb/s QPSK polarization multiplex system based on digital adaptive channel estimation method. The proposed algorithm is able to detect severe spectrum-narrowed signal even with 20GHz 3dB bandwidth.

OCIS codes: (060.1660 Coherent communications)

1. Introduction

With the rapid growth of capacity requirements of optical transmission networks, there is a strong need to realize high capacity and high spectral efficient (SE) optical communication systems. The ultra-dense wavelength diversity multiplexing (U-DWDM) technology based on advanced modulation format is a promising solution and is being intensively studied [1,2]. U-DWDM technology requires optical or electrical pre-filtering to fulfill Nyquist sampling criterion [3]. Meanwhile, to facilitate ease of optical networking, tolerance of spectrum narrowing is critical, as signal channel spacing is degraded after transmission through optical channel, especially when reconfigurable optical add/drop multiplexers (ROADMs) nodes are used in the network [4]. Spectrum narrowing severely induce inter symbol interference (ISI) between continual transmitted sequence. Therefore, ISI compensation is essential to improve U-DWDM system performance in terms of optical signal to noise ratio (OSNR). Conventional digital signal processing (DSP) algorithm using adaptive decision feed forward equalizer is an inefficient solution, since this finite impulse response (FIR) filter enhance noise during compensation of spectrum narrowing [5]. Although maximum-likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) method has been successfully proved to mitigate ISI [6], the complexity of MLSE is exponentially increasing with the length of transmitted sequence. When the sequence length is large, optimal MLSE becomes unfeasible. Therefore, in order to achieve high spectrum narrowing tolerant optical communication system, we implement adaptive channel estimation DSP algorithms combined with decision feedback equalizer. As a result, we experimentally demonstrate the high spectrum narrowing tolerance of proposed algorithms for 112 Gb/s dual polarization (DP) quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) transmission systems.

2. Experiment Setup

Figure 1(a) shows the experiment setup of 112 Gb/s DP QPSK optical communication system. A DFB laser operating at 1549.53 nm (193.47 THz) with 10 MHz line-width is used as optical signal source to generate the QPSK signal. The pulse pattern generator (PPG) working at 28 Gbaud/s is operated as electrical signal source with 2^11-1 bit length to drive the optical QPSK modulator. After the QPSK modulator, optical channel is separated into two orthogonal polarizations by a polarization beam splitter (PBS). Afterward, two branches of orthogonally polarized optical channels are combined by a polarization beam combiner (PBC) to generate the 112 Gb/s DP QPSK signal. The Finisar® wave-shaper is then used as spectrum pre-filtering optical bandpass filter (OBPF). The OBPF is able to tune full width at half maximum (FWHM) of transmitted signal. FWHM is defined as 3dB bandwidth of transmitted signal. At the receiver side, a pre-amplified coherent receiver structure is implemented. A tunable optical band-pass filter (with 0.5 nm/ 62.5 GHz FWHM) is used after the pre-amplifier in order to remove ASE noise from the EDFA. The local oscillator (LO) is a wavelength tunable external cavity laser (ECL) with 100 kHz line-width. In the coherent receiver structure, tuning LO wavelength enables channel selection due to optical heterodyning at the photodiode. The coherent receiver consists of two 90° hybrids and balanced detectors. The 80 Gb/s digital sampling oscilloscope at the coherent receiver is used to sample the inphase and quadrature components. Figure 1(b) shows the back to back transmission bit error rate (BER) performance in terms of OSNR. In both results of simulation and experiment for back to back transmission, at 20 dB OSNR measurement point, BER performances are approaching zero, and at 16 dB OSNR measurement point, BER performances are around 10^-3. In the experiment, we focused on these two OSNR measurement points (OSNR=16dB and OSNR=20dB) and use DSP algorithm to compensate ISI induced by spectrum narrowing effect. We also employed constant modulus algorithm (CMA) to enable polarization rotation compensation, frequency and phase offset removal, QPSK demodulation and bit error detection.
3. DSP Algorithms and Experiment Results

The proposed DSP algorithm schematic is shown in Figure 2. The polarization multiplexed signals are firstly fed into coherent detection receiver. Afterward, the received signals are sampled by analog to digital converter (ADC) to 2 samples per symbol. The output digitized signals are fed into a butterfly filter composed of four FIR filters. CMA algorithm is used to improve polarization demultiplex performance and compensate polarization rotation. The signal is sent to carrier recovery block to demultiplex inphase and quadrature components and then to the adaptive channel estimation block. The adaptive channel estimation requires estimation of noise level \( \eta_k \), feed forward FIR tap coefficients \( c_k \) and feed back equalizer tap coefficients \( p_k \). For instance, in one orthogonal polarization, denoted as x-polarization, input of channel estimation is \( x'(k) \). Since a finite length feed forward equalizer is unable to cancel noncausal ISI completely, the feed back filter coefficients should be optimized according to the MMSE criterion whereby the additive noise power resulting from residual ISI is minimized. The correct channel estimation of \( c_k \) and \( p_k \) is able to minimize minimum mean square error (MMSE) between received signals and decision signals \( \min \{ E[ x'(k) - x''(k)]^2 \} \), where \( x'(k) = c_k x(k) \) and \( x''(k) = x'(k) - p_k \hat{x}(k) \) and \( \hat{x}(k) \) is the slicer output from \( x''(k) \).

The stochastic algorithm to find \( c_k \), \( \eta_k \) and \( p_k \) can be implemented using the LMS algorithm [8].

We denote error factor as \( e_k = x'(k) - \eta_k \hat{x}(k) \). Then we have following update equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
    c_{k+1} & = c_k + \beta e_k x(k) \\
    p_{k+1} & = p_k - \gamma e_k \hat{x}(k) \\
    \eta_{k+1} & = (1 - \rho) \eta_k + \rho e_k
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \beta \) is the step size of feed forward FIR equalizer; \( \gamma \) is the step size of feed back equalizer and \( \rho \) is an integration factor (a small value used to average \( e_k \) over time \( k \)) [8]. As a result, symbol estimation \( \hat{x}_{m-1}(k) \) is a estimation vector: \( \{x(k-n), x(k-n-1), x(k-n-2)… x(k-1)\} \), where \( n \) is the length of feed back equalizer. Operation of subtracting \( \hat{x}_{m-1}(k) \) combined with proper channel estimation coefficients from received signals is used to cancel most of precursor ISI [9]. According to accuracy estimation requirement of noise level, length of feed back equalizer can not be insufficient. Compared to the complexity requirement of MLSE algorithm, our proposed adaptive channel estimation algorithms are practical.

![Figure 2. The proposed DSP Algorithm Schematic](image-url)
Figure 3 shows experiment results. In our experiment, we focus on 20 dB OSNR and 16 dB OSNR measurement points. At 20 dB OSNR, in case of without spectrum narrowing effect, BER performance is error free. As the signal spectrum space degrading, BER penalty grow dramatically. Meanwhile, using adaptive channel estimation algorithm, strongly reduce the BER penalty. Especially at 20 GHz bandwidth (71% of original signal bandwidth), BER penalty is reduced 2 dB by using adaptive channel estimation algorithms. At 16 dB OSNR, in case of with out spectrum narrowing effect, BER performance is around 10^-7. At 20 GHz bandwidth (71% of original signal bandwidth), BER penalty is also reduced 2 dB by using adaptive channel estimation algorithms.

4. Conclusion

By using our proposed adaptive channel estimation DSP algorithms, we successfully demonstrate high spectrum narrowing tolerant 112-Gb/s QPSK polarization multiplex optical communication systems. The experiment results show that in case of 71% spectrum narrowing, our proposed algorithms mitigate 2 dB BER penalties with both 16 dB OSNR and 20 dB OSNR cases. Compared to high computational complexity requirement of MLSE algorithm, our proposed adaptive channel estimation DSP algorithm is feasible and practical.
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1. Introduction

Rigid and coarse granularity of wavelength-division-multiplexing (WDM) systems leads to inefficient capacity utilization. In flexible optical WDM (FWDM), spectral resources are allocated in a flexible and dynamic way; channel spacing and center wavelength are not fixed on the ITU-T grid, resulting in higher spectral efficiency [1-2]. Even in this higher-efficient bandwidth allocation scenario, the bandwidth is non optimally utilized as large guard bands are still employed. Ultra-dense (UD) WDM with a channel spacing of less than 25 GHz, may provide an evolutionary path from conventional infrastructures towards more scalable and spectrally efficient networks. This trend is supported by the increased demand for more capacity, flexibility and upgradeability of transmission technique while keeping some legacy ones, in particular in the metro segments of the optical network. Increasing the number of wavelengths within a fixed optical bandwidth (e.g., C band), by decreasing the spacing between neighboring channels, allows an increase in the system capacity without requiring of high-speed electronics (e.g., >40 Gb/s), while keeping compatibility with the 10 Gb/s SONET/SDH equipment. UDWDM systems with no aliasing condition (i.e. with channel spacing higher than the double the baud rate) have been studied, with particular attention to limitations introduced by fiber nonlinearity effects such as Four-Wave Mixing (FWM), Cross-Phase Modulation (XPM), fiber chromatic dispersion-induced symbol intersymbol interference (ISI) [3]. However, to cope with the required bandwidth efficiency, future UDWDM schemes will need to use extremely close channel spacing; this implies taking measures to mitigate the resultant detrimental effects from crosstalk and neighboring channels interferences.

In this paper we experimentally demonstrate that by employing a digital nonlinear equalizer, such as a Decision Feedback Equalizer (DFE), we can mitigate inter-channel interference, improve overall system performance in terms of OSNR and allow for a channel spacing of 12.5 GHz using conventional independent DFB light sources for a 40 Gb/s ultradense 3 channel WDM PM-QPSK system with coherent detection. Our proof of principle experiment demonstrates that in a 50GHz bandwidth (in accordance to the ITU-T grid) up to 4 channels can be transmitted, improving the total bit rate from 40 Gb/s to 160 Gb/s per slot, with small changes in the electronic equipment.

2. System setup

The general outline of the experimental setup for the UDWDM polarization multiplexing (PM) QPSK coherent optical (CO) system is shown in Fig. 1. At the transmitter side three carriers are generated employing three independent tunable distributed feedback lasers (DFB) with 10 MHz linewidth; one of them is fixed at a central wavelength ($\lambda_c$) of 1550.511 nm. Different channel spacing values $\Delta \lambda$ (20, 18, 16, 14, 12, 11 and 10 GHz) between the 3 carriers have been realized by changing the wavelength of the right ($\lambda_r$) and left ($\lambda_l$) DFB lasers as to have the desired spectral separation. A 40 GHz bandwidth photodiode and an Electrical Spectrum Analyzer are used to verify correct spacing between the three channels. A polarization beam splitter divides the signal into two orthogonal polarization which are then fed into two optical I/Q modulator (nested Mach-Zender modulator). A 10 Gb/s pattern generator (PPG) generates the pseudo random binary sequence (PRBS), with $2^{15}-1$ bit length, that drives the two QPSK modulators. Two uncorrelated branches of polarization orthogonal QPSK signals are then combined with a polarization beam combiner (PBC) to generate the PM QPSK signals, at 10 Gb/s. An 80 km span of standard single mode fiber (SMF) is used as optical transmission link. At the receiver side an optical tunable band-pass filter (0.33 nm or 37.5 GHz full width at half maximum, FWHM, at 1550 nm) is employed before the optical pre-amplifier; a second band-pass filter (0.5 nm or 62.5 GHz FWHM at 1550 nm) rejects the out of band ASE noise. An external cavity laser (ECL) with 100 kHz linewidth is used as local oscillator (LO). The PM
coherent receiver consists of two 90° hybrids and balanced photodetectors. The photodetected inphase and quadrature outputs are sampled at 40 GS/s for offline demodulation. Digital signal processing (DSP) algorithms implement digital filtering, PM QPSK constant modulus algorithm (CMA) equalization, QPSK carrier phase recovery and bit error decision.

As the channel distortion or the ISI of a transmission system is too severe for a linear equalizer to mitigate the channel impairments, non-linear equalizer has been used. A DFE is a non-linear structure that uses previous detector decision to eliminate the ISI on pulses currently demodulated. The DFE equalizer will not amplify the noise, cause according to its structure, the equalization process is done through the feedback, noiseless, data. A nonlinear DFE consisting of a feedforward filter (FFE) and a feedback filter (FBE) is used in our DSP receiver, after the carrier phase recovery block, to improve the system performances [4]. The taps of the two equalizers are adjusted using a least mean square (LMS) stochastic algorithm.

3. Results

After optimize the PM CMA algorithm structure, we've investigated the impact of a nonlinear decision feedback equalizer consisting of a 1 tap feedforward filter (FFE) and a 7 or 9 taps feedback filter (FBE) on the system performances (this structure is indicated as DFE in the graphs); the digital filter is then re-optimized to improve further the BER curves. The measured BER performances of the UDWM PM QPSK for back-to-back (B2B) system are shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 2(a) shows the BER experimental performances as a function of the measured OSNR for a spacing of 14 GHz without nonlinear equalization, with the nonlinear equalization structure DFE and with further optimization of the digital filter. It can be observed that the non-linear equalization and the optimization
of the digital filter afterward, can improve the system performances up to 4.5 dB in terms of OSNR and 0.6 dB in terms of BER. The BER versus carrier spacing for two fixed value of OSNR is shown if Fig. 2(b); the results show that the DSP implementation can improve the experimental BER results for all the different spacing. For a fix spacing the algorithm can improve the BER result, while for a fix BER value the use of DSP, it allows closer channel. Of particular importance is 12.5 GHz of spacing which, thanks to the nonlinear equalization, shows performances better then the UFEC limit for both the chosen OSNR.

Fig. 3 shows OSNR performance as a function of the spacing with and without nonlinear equalization for Back-to-Back and 80 km of SMF optical transmission are presented. The BER is fixed @10^{-4} and @10^{-3}, both below the UFEC level. The improvement enabled by the DSP implementation on both BER and spacing values is remarkable. As shown in Fig. 3(a) we can improve ~2-3 dB for OSNR with the same spacing value between the carriers; on the other hand for a fix OSNR the carriers can be generated 6 GHz closer, moving from 20 GHz of spacing, case where we have no aliasing, to 14 GHz of spacing. The same behavior is obtained for 80 km of optical transmission. It can be observed in Fig. 3(b) that with the same spacing value between the carriers, the improvement in terms of OSNR is ~3 dB for BER@10^{-3} and ~5dB for BER@ 10^{-4}; for the same OSNR then the carriers can be ~6 GHz closer, moving to ~19 GHz to 13 GHz. It should be noticed that the length of the FBE is 7 or 9 taps compared to 1 tap for the FFE, indicating that the signal is affected by non-linearities.

The results obtained suggest more efficient and flexible utilization of the available bandwidth. In case of ITU-T grid with 50 GHz spacing, one single 40 Gb/s signal can be transmitted per slot. Using the proposed UDWM with DSP non linear equalization, up to 4 channels (12.5 GHz of spacing) per slot can be transmitted with a total bit-rate of 160 Gb/s, with small changes in the electronic equipment. Better results per slot could also be obtained with a single carrier higher data rate signal (100 Gb/s), but this would imply higher speed electronics and no more compatibility with the existing 10 Gb/s SONET/SDH equipment.

4. Conclusion
We have experimentally demonstrated that by employing a DFE nonlinear equalizer in the DSP domain, an ultradense WDM PM QPSK can be realized. Performances below the UFEC limit are obtained for very closed channel spacing (down to 12.5 GHz). In a 50 GHz ITU-T grid, the structure proposed allows to quadruple the number of user in a flexible way, moving from a total bit rate of 40 Gb/s per slot to 160 Gb/s.
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1. Introduction

Rigid and coarse granularity of wavelength-division-multiplexing (WDM) systems leads to inefficient capacity utilization, which partly results from the lost spectrum due to the difference between the real spectral occupancy of the signal and the ITU-T grid. A promising way would be to introduce the concept of a frequency slot instead of the current frequency grid [1], moving toward flexible grid and grid-less solutions [2–4]. In flexible optical WDM (FWDM), spectral resources are allocated in a flexible and dynamic way; channel spacing and center wavelength are not fixed on the ITU-T grid, resulting in higher spectral efficiency [5,6]. Standardization towards more flexible scenario specifying frequency slots of variable width rather than a fixed frequency grid is currently ongoing in ITU-T SG.15, Q.6. Even in this higher-efficient bandwidth allocation scenario, the bandwidth is non optimally utilized as large guard bands are still employed, as shown in Fig. 1 [7]. Ultra-dense (UD) WDM with a channel spacing of less than 25 GHz, may provide an evolutionary path from conventional infrastructures towards more scalable and spectrally efficient networks. This trend, supported by the increased demand for more capacity, flexibility and upgradeability of transmission technique while keeping some legacy ones will require a comprehensive reexamination of the way metro-core networks are designed and built [8].

Increasing the number of wavelengths within a fixed optical bandwidth (e.g., C band), by decreasing the spacing between neighboring channels, allows an increase in the system capacity without requiring of high-speed electronics (e.g., >40 Gb/s), while keeping compatibility with the 10 Gb/s SONET/SDH equipment. UD-WDM systems with no aliasing condition (i.e. with channel spacing higher than the double the baud rate) have been studied, with particular attention to limitations introduced by fiber nonlinearity effects such as Four-Wave Mixing (FWM), Cross-Phase Modulation (XPM), fiber chromatic dispersion-induced symbol intersymbol interference (ISI) [9]. However, to cope with the required bandwidth efficiency, future UD-WDM schemes will need to use extremely close channel spacing; this implies taking measures to mitigate the resultant detrimental effects from crosstalk and neighboring channels interferences.

In this paper we experimentally demonstrate that an upgraded digital signal processing (DSP) allows for closer channel spacing, up to 12.5 GHz, using conventional independent DFB light sources for a 40 Gb/s ultradense 3 channel WDM PM-QPSK system with coherent detection. The employment of a digital nonlinear equalizer, such as a Decision Feedback Equalizer (DFE), can mitigate inter-channel interference and improve overall system performance in terms of OSNR. Our proof of principle experiment demonstrates that in a 50GHz bandwidth (in accordance to the ITU-T grid) up to 4 channels can be transmitted, improving the total bit rate from 40 Gb/s to 160 Gb/s per slot, with a minor upgrade in the electronic equipment.

Fig. 1. Moving from fix to flex grid scenario. Large guard bands are still employed in both schemes.
2. System setup

The general outline of the experimental setup for the UDWDM polarization multiplexing (PM) QPSK coherent optical (CO) system is shown in Fig. 2. At the transmitter side three carriers are generated employing three independent tunable distributed feedback lasers (DFB) with 10 MHz linewidth; one of them is fixed at a central wavelength ($\lambda_c$) of 1550.511 nm. Different channel spacing values $\Delta \lambda$ (20, 18, 16, 14, 12, 11 and 10 GHz) between the 3 carriers have been realized by changing the wavelength of the right ($\lambda_r$) and left ($\lambda_l$) DFB lasers as to have the desired spectral separation. A 40 GHz bandwidth photodiode and an Electrical Spectrum Analyzer are used to verify correct spacing between the three channels. A polarization beam splitter divides the signal into two orthogonal polarization which are then fed into two optical I/Q modulator (nested Mach-Zehnder modulator). A 10 Gb/s pattern generator (PPG) generates the pseudo random binary sequence (PRBS), with $2^{15}-1$ bit length, that drives the two QPSK modulators. Two uncorrelated branches of polarization orthogonal QPSK signals are then combined with a polarization beam combiner (PBC) to generate the PM QPSK signals, at 10 Gbaud. An 80 km span of standard single mode fiber (SMF) is used as optical transmission link. At the receiver side an optical tunable band-pass filter (0.33 nm or 37.5 GHz full width at half maximum, FWHM, at 1550 nm) is employed before the optical pre-amplifier; a second band-pass filter (0.5 nm or 62.5 GHz FWHM at 1550 nm) rejects the out of band ASE noise. An external cavity laser (ECL) with 100 kHz linewidth is used as local oscillator (LO). The PM coherent receiver consists of two 90° hybrids and balanced photodetectors. The photodetected inphase and quadrature outputs are sampled at 40 GS/s for offline demodulation. Digital signal processing (DSP) algorithms implement digital filtering, PM QPSK constant modulus algorithm (CMA) equalization, QPSK carrier phase recovery and bit error decision. As the channel distortion or the ISI of a transmission system is too severe for a linear equalizer to mitigate the channel impairments, non-linear equalizer has been used. A DFE is a non-linear structure that uses previous detector decision to eliminate the ISI on pulses currently demodulated. The basic idea is that if the values of the symbols previously detected are known, then ISI contributed by these symbols can be canceled out exactly at the output of the forward filter by subtracting past symbol values with appropriate weighting. The DFE equalizer will not amplify the noise, cause according to its structure, the equalization process is done through the feedback, noiseless, data applying symbol-by-symbol detection.

Fig. 2. Experiment setup of UDWDM PM QPSK system; DFB: Distributed feedback laser; PD: 40G photodiode; ESA: Electrical Spectrum Analyzer; PC: polarization controller; PBS: polarization beam splitter; PBC: polarization beam combiner; EDFA: erbium-doped fiber amplifier; VOA: variable optical attenuator; OBPF: optical band-pass filter; ECL: external cavity laser.
with successive cancellation of the interference caused by the detected symbols [10]. A nonlinear DFE, shown in Fig. 3, consisting of a feed-forward filter (FFE) and a feed-back filter (FBE) is used in our DSP receiver, after the carrier phase recovery block, to improve the system performances [11]. The taps of the two equalizers are adjusted using a least mean square (LMS) stochastic algorithm.

3. Results

After optimize the PM CMA algorithm structure, we have investigated the impact of a nonlinear decision feedback equalizer on the system performances (this structure is indicated as DFE in the graphs); the best configuration is composed of a 1 tap feedforward filter (FFE) and a 7 or 9 taps feedback filter (FBE). The digital filter is then re-optimized to improve further the BER curves. The measured BER performances of the UDWDM PM QPSK for back-to-back (B2B) system are shown in Fig. 4. Figure 4(a) shows the BER experimental performances as a function of the measured OSNR for a spacing of 14 GHz without nonlinear equalization, with the nonlinear equalization structure DFE and with further optimization of the digital filter. It can be observed that the non-linear equalization and the optimization of the digital filter afterward, can improve the system performances up to 4.5 dB in terms of OSNR. The BER versus carrier spacing for two fixed value of OSNR is shown in Fig. 4(b); the results show that the DSP implementation can improve the experimental BER results for all the different spacing. For a fix spacing the algorithm can improve the BER result, while for a fix BER value the use of DSP, it allows closer channel. Of particular importance is 12.5 GHz of spacing which, thanks to the nonlinear equalization, shows performances better then the UFEC limit for both the chosen OSNR.

Fig. 4. (a) BER as a function of OSNR for a spacing of 14GHz without nonlinear equalization, with DFE and with optimization of the digital filter. (b) BER as a function of the spacing for two fixed values of OSNR with and without nonlinear equalization.
Figure 5 shows OSNR performance as a function of the spacing with and without nonlinear equalization for Back-to-Back and 80 km of SMF optical transmission are presented. The BER is fixed $10^{-4}$ and $10^{-3}$, both below the UFEC level. The improvement enabled by the DSP implementation on both BER and spacing values is substantial. As shown in Fig. 5(a) the proposed algorithm can improve up to 3 dB of OSNR with the same spacing value between the carriers; on the other hand for a fix OSNR the carriers can be generated 6 GHz closer, moving from 20 GHz of spacing, case where we have no aliasing, to 14 GHz of spacing. The same behavior is observed for 80 km of optical transmission. It can be observed in Fig. 5(b) that with the same spacing value between the carriers, the improvement in terms of OSNR is 3 dB for BER $10^{-3}$ and 5dB for BER $10^{-4}$, for the same OSNR then the carriers can be 6 GHz closer, moving to 19 GHz to 13 GHz. It should be noticed that the length of the FBE is 7 or 9 taps compared to 1 tap for the FFE, indicating that the signal is affected by nonlinearities.

To prove the efficiency of the algorithm used, we have evaluated its performances in a system with 3 coherent carriers. Figure 6 shows the transmitter side of the two configuration under study, the UDWDM with different lasers previously presented, called from now on DFB, and the new scheme. A single tunable DFB with 10MHz linewidth is employed to drive a Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM), to generate three coherent carriers. The different channel spacing $\Delta \nu$ (20, 18, 16, 14, 13, 12, 11 and 10 GHz) between the 3 carriers has now been realized by operating the synthesizer, the input source to the MZM, as to have the desired spectral separation. From now on we will refer to the scheme as MZM.

After optimize the PM CMA algorithm structure, we have investigated the impact of the same nonlinear decision feedback equalizer of the UDWDM DFB case on the system performances; also in this case the digital filter is then re-optimized to improve further the BER curves. The BER versus carrier spacing for a fixed OSNR value is shown if Fig. 7(a); the
results show that the DSP implementation can improve the experimental BER results for all the different spacing. In this case, the results show higher improvement for smaller frequency spacing between the 3 carriers. The employment of our suggested non-linear equalization 12.5 GHz of spacing shows performances better than the UFEC limit also for the UDWM MZM case. No results are displayed for a frequency separation equals to 10 GHz, because in this case with this configuration, we will not have an UDWM scheme, but an OFDM. Figure 7(b) shows the BER versus carrier spacing for the same fixed OSNR value for both cases under study. In both cases is appreciable the benefit introduced by non-linear equalization. For frequency separation between the 3 carriers higher than 14 GHz, the BER performances are better in the MZM case, but in the DFB case the DFE algorithm provides higher improvement. For frequency separation smaller than 14 GHz, in particular for the 12.5 GHz case, the BER performances of the schemes are comparable.

The results obtained suggest more efficient and flexible utilization of the available bandwidth. In case of ITU-T grid with 50 GHz spacing, one single 40 Gb/s signal can be transmitted per slot. Using the proposed UDWDM DFB with DSP non linear equalization, up to 4 channels (12.5 GHz of spacing) per slot can be transmitted with a total bit-rate of 160 Gb/s, with a minor upgrade in the electronic equipment and higher flexibility. Better results per slot could also be obtained with a single carrier higher data rate signal (100 Gb/s), but this would imply higher speed electronics and no compatibility anymore with the existing 10 Gb/s SONET/SDH equipment.
4. Conclusion

We have experimentally demonstrated a flexible ultradense WDM QPSK system with upgrading DSP algorithms. The DFE nonlinear equalizer structure proposed allows for extremely closed spacing (up to 12.5 GHz), where bit error rate performances below the UFEC limit are obtained. In a 50 GHz ITU-T grid, the structure presented in this paper allows to quadruple the number of users in a flexible way, moving from a total bit rate of 40 Gb/s per slot to 160 Gb/s. We believe that the upgradable and flexible structure proposed well suit in the trend towards next generation flex-grid and grid-less scenarios.
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1. Introduction
Coherent digital optical communication is already well established and in commercial use. Nonetheless, a vital part of each communication system is a monitoring subsystem, which is still underdeveloped. Due to increasing bit rates, it is very important to be able to isolate impairments, such as chromatic dispersion (CD), polarization mode dispersion (PMD) or optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR), affecting transmitted optical signal and mitigate their influence as much as possible in order to ensure best reception quality and thus minimize the number of received bit errors. Digital signal processing (DSP)-based OPM does not require any additional optical hardware and can be seamlessly combined with digital data coming from the coherent receiver. So far, only computer simulations of blind CD equalization realized in monitoring module preceding timing recovery stage were reported in literature [1-3].

In this paper, for the first time, as to our knowledge, we show that experimental estimation of CD affecting the received signal is feasible in this arrangement and allows for entirely autonomous operation of an equalization-enabled digital coherent receiver. We present that the receiver, without prior knowledge of the channel, can adaptively adjust in order to mitigate signal degradation related to CD.

2. Blind Chromatic Dispersion Monitoring for Digital Coherent Receiver
We are considering a dual polarization quadrature phase-shift keying (DP-QPSK) receiver consisting of the optical front end and a DSP part, as shown in Figure 1, which follows structure presented in [2, 4]. Two samples per each

![Fig. 1: Typical structure of a digital coherent receiver with CD monitoring and equalization block. Receiver in the figure monitors CD from time domain samples.](image-url)
transmitted symbol are processed by analog-to-digital converters (ADCs). First DSP block, which is of interest to this paper, is used for CD estimation and adaptive equalization performed with an adjustable transversal CD equalizer. Following that, timing recovery takes place. A short, 7-tap finite impulse response (FIR) filter is then used for polarization demultiplexing as well as to remove residual impairments. Finally, carrier recovery is performed which results in a stable received constellation.

A generic scanning algorithm is employed for dispersion estimation. CD metric is used to assess if in samples after passing through the equalizer, CD influence has been removed or not. Range of interest of CD parameter is the lowest and highest value of CD that may affect the incoming signal. The algorithm works as follows. 1) Sweep range of interest of CD parameter, each time setting the transversal equalizer to a candidate transfer function \(H_{CD} = \exp\left(j f^2 \pi \frac{\lambda}{c} CD\right)\) \((f\) being clock frequency, \(\lambda\), signal wavelength and \(c\) the speed of light). As an engineering rule, scanning resolution for a simple maximum or minimum search shall not exceed 300ps/nm with a recommended value of 200ps/nm for 28GBd signal, which scales proportionally to symbol rate squared. 2) Equalize the impaired signal with the candidate transfer function. 3) Find the metric of the equalized signal. 4) Repeat steps 2-3 for each CD value in the swept range. 5) Once metric has been computed for all values of CD parameter in the range of interest, search for the value for which successful CD compensation is indicated by the metric feature.

Four different metrics were used to perform monitoring. First one is based on a constant modulus algorithm (CMA) and was presented in [1]. It penalizes deviation from an expected power. Another, which is a modification to the first one, compares mean power of the unequalized signal with mean power of post-equalization samples thus judging on whether CD was compensated. Third method relies on observation of eigenvalues of channel autocorrelation matrix. These techniques work directly with time domain samples. Last method, frequency spectrum autocorrelation [3], is frequency domain-based. Each CD metric listed above results in a distinctive minimum/maximum when the data signal is correctly compensated for CD.

3. Experimental setup

In order to experimentally prove that this monitoring approach is feasible, we focus on a single branch of a polarization multiplexing (PolMux) QPSK transmitter. A pattern generator provides in-phase and quadrature signal at a bit rate of 20Gbit/s. Resulting optical signal is thus a 40Gbit/s single polarization (SP) QPSK. To test monitoring algorithms for different magnitudes of CD affecting the signal, two cases are investigated. Firstly, back-to-back transmission (CD-free channel) and 80km of standard single-mode fiber (SSMF) with a dispersion coefficient of approximately 16ps/nm/km CD in total. The reason for back-to-back trial is to check if the monitoring works correctly even if there is no CD present in the channel. In the next step, optical noise is added to the signal, starting with optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) of 24dB, down to 12dB. A preamplifier just before the receiver is used in order to keep power entering a 100 G digital coherent receiver at a constant level of −10dBm. Local oscillator (LO) is tuned to 1548.88nm and signal wavelength is separated by less than 100MHz, both using DFB narrow linewidth lasers (NLLs). Digital storage oscilloscope (DSO) is used to capture the voltage signal after conversion from optical to electrical domain has been performed. Traces recorded by the DSO are then processed offline.

Fig. 2: Experimental setup of the transmission system. CW: continuous wave laser, PRBS: pseudorandom binary sequence generator, PBC: polarization beam combiner, EDFA: erbium-doped fiber amplifier, Preamp: preamplification block, VOA: variable optical attenuator.

4. Experimental results

Figure 3 shows bit error rate (BER) curves after demodulation of automatically equalized data, where Preset is a reference line showing performance of the receiver when CD filter is manually set with an apriori known CD value of either 0ps/nm (Figure 3a) or 16ps/(nm/km) · 80km = 1280ps/nm (Figure 3b). Remaining lines show performance of the receiver for different CD metrics as OSNR is varied for both transmission distances. It may be observed that,
Fig. 3: BER curves for all methods as OSNR varies. Preset: reference line based on apriori known CD filter, CMA: constant modulus algorithm, Pav: mean signal power, Eig. spread: eigenvalue spread, Freq. AC: frequency spectrum autocorrelation regardless of the CD distortion present in the channel, lines depart only to a very small extent from the reference Preset line. This proves that CD DSP monitor produces accurate CD estimates allowing for adaptive equalization driven by feedback signal from monitor. It is necessary to point that this proof-of-concept works with SP-QPSK signal. It is, however, scalable to DP-QPSK as CD affects both polarizations equally.

5. Conclusion
We experimentally demonstrated the use of DSP OPM algorithms in a CD compensation and estimation module preceding timing recovery stage. This allows for an autonomous operation of a digital coherent receiver in a dispersion noncompensated optical network. To the best of our knowledge this is the first demonstration showing feasibility of this receiver arrangement and algorithms in experimental setting. We found out that four different metrics for assessing dispersion mitigation provide estimations of CD accurate enough, that no penalty is observed when compared to a CD filter whose value was fixed prior to the transmission.
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1. Introduction

Coherent optical communication is already a commercially well established technology. One of the advantages of coherent receivers is that DSP algorithms, specifically impairment equalization schemes, can be implemented directly in the receivers’ electronics. Chromatic dispersion, one of the most important factors contributing to signal degradation in long and ultra long haul optical communication systems, can be relatively easy canceled in the DSP circuit of a coherent receiver [1]. This enables operation of dispersion non-compensated links due to the fact that dispersion maps or CD compensation units are no longer necessary to ensure best reception quality and minimize number of received bit errors. Nonetheless, even for DSP-based dispersion filters it is usually assumed that CD value that accumulates in the signal is both known and constant enabling the use of a static CD filter at the receiver. Although this assumption is valid in submarine or terrestrial point-to-point links, it does not hold when mixed or coherent transport networks with routing capabilities are considered. In the general case, CD value of the incoming signal may change dynamically. This challenge is addressed by a DSP-based CD monitoring subsystem.

In literature different approaches to CD monitoring directly from the received data (blind monitoring) have been presented, such as: parameter extraction from FIR filter coefficients [2], time- [3] or frequency-domain [4] monitors placed before timing recovery stage and delay-tap sampling technique [5].

On the other hand, as to the authors’ knowledge, no experimental trial of a monitoring module preceding timing recovery has been performed so far. In this paper we report on a successful experimental demonstration of CD estimation using the aforementioned method. We show that the receiver can adaptively adjust in order to mitigate signal degradation due to CD, even without prior knowledge of the fiber dispersion coefficient.

2. Blind chromatic dispersion monitoring for digital coherent receivers

We consider a polarization-division-multiplexing (PDM) quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) receiver consisting of the optical front-end and a DSP part, as shown in Fig. 1. The incoming optical signal is photodetected and sampled by analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) operating at twice the symbol rate. The CD monitor and equalizer block, which is of interest

![Fig. 1. Typical structure of a digital coherent receiver with CD monitoring and equalization block. The receiver in the figure monitors CD from time domain samples.](image-url)
to this paper, is used for estimating and performing adaptive equalization of chromatic dispersion. Next, timing recovery takes place. A short, 7-tap finite impulse response (FIR) filter is then used for polarization demultiplexing and mitigation of residual impairments. Finally, carrier recovery is performed.

2.1. Generic scanning algorithm

The CD monitor and equalizer block in Fig. 1 uses a variable, transversal, frequency domain equalizer (FDE) for cancelation of inter-symbol interference (ISI) due to CD. The incoming signal \( p[k] \) representing received complex optical field is first divided into blocks of length \( N \), indexed consecutively with \( k = 0 \ldots N - 1 \), and transformed to frequency domain. The resulting signal is then multiplied with the CD digital filter

\[
H_{CD} = \exp \left( j f^2 \frac{\lambda^2}{c} CD \right),
\]

where \( f \) is the clock frequency, \( \lambda \) the signal wavelength, \( c \) the speed of light and \( CD \) the value of CD. The rationale behind using an FDE is the number of required complex multiplications as compared to time domain approach [6]. Next, the signal \( Q[k] \) obtained after multiplication is transformed back to time domain as \( q[k] \) and constitutes the output of the equalizer. Signals \( p \) and \( q \) (or \( Q \), depending on particular method) are fed to a CD DSP OPM module which computes the metric \( J \). Since the value of CD present in the channel is unknown, the transfer function \( H_{CD} \) may not be computed. However, due to the fact that \( H_{CD} \) has only one degree of freedom, adaptation can be performed by sweeping over a range of CD parameter, every time updating \( H_{CD} \), until an optimal operating point is found. An interest range of CD values shall be specified, which in general will be different for each optical network and may depend on the topology and traffic characteristic. The CD parameter can be initialized as to coincide with the most probable CD value of the received signal in order to increase the convergence speed.

The space of CD parameter is then gradually searched with a given resolution and the metric \( J(CD) \) is computed for every value of CD under test.

As an engineering rule, CD scanning resolution for a simple maximum or minimum search-based metric shall not exceed 300 ps/nm with a recommended value of 200 ps/nm for a 28 Gbaud signal, which scales proportionally to the symbol rate squared. Once metric has been computed for all values lying within the range of interest, the metric is examined for a particular feature (e.g. minimum or maximum) which indicates the value of CD parameter that should be used to recalculate \( H_{CD} \) to mitigate the CD ISI.

The algorithm can be further extended to take average of the metric over multiple blocks or include multiple passes, each time narrowing the scanning range and increasing the scanning resolution. An example of a two-pass scan based on experimental data is shown in Fig. 2. Range between 0 ps/nm and 4000 ps/nm is swept with a step of 200 ps/nm (coarse scan). Once this initial estimate is obtained, a second pass with a resolution of only 20 ps/nm sets in and ranges 800 ps/nm centered around the previously found estimate (fine scan). This allows to increase the accuracy of the estimation. In theory, if no other impairment than CD is present in the signal, the maximum estimation error should be half of the scanning resolution. In practice, estimation error resulting from a single run is much greater because metrics are computed from blocks of finite length. Nonetheless, the accuracy of CD estimation at this stage is not strictly important because residual CD is compensated in the MIMO FIR filter that follows the CD equalizer in the receiver’s DSP chain (comp. Fig. 1).
2.2. Dispersion metrics

This section provides a brief overview of algorithms for metrics computation. Four different metrics were implemented and experimentally verified in a transmission experiment. Figure 2 shows a comparison of those metrics generated from an experimental transmission of 20 Gbaud QPSK signal in a channel with 1280 ps/nm CD.

![Fig. 2. Comparison of all metrics after normalization to [0, 1] range. Pav metric was subtracted from 1 for clearness of comparison. Bold dashed vertical line shows the actual value of CD present in the channel (1280 ps/nm).](image)

2.2.1. CMA metric

The first evaluated metric is described in [3, 7] and references provide its evaluation in computer simulations. The algorithm for this metric is based on a modified constant modulus algorithm (CMA) where a deviation from a constant power $R_2$ is the error function (metric). Since the received signal is sampled at twice the symbol rate, another normalization constant $R_1$ has to be used. Both $R_1$ and $R_2$ have to be constantly estimated from the power of odd and even samples of the received signal. The metric $J$ is then computed

$$J[\text{CD}] = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} \left( |q[2k+1]|^2 - R_1 + |q[2k]|^2 - R_2 \right).$$

(2)

The required normalization constants $R_1$ and $R_2$ are determined for each block. First, the mean power of odd and even samples, $\bar{q}_1$ and $\bar{q}_2$, is calculated

$$\bar{q}_1 = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} (q[2k+1])^2 \quad \bar{q}_2 = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} (q[2k])^2.$$

(3)

Based on the ratio of $\bar{q}_2$ to $\bar{q}_1$, $R_1$ and $R_2$ normalization constants are determined as follows:

$$[R_1 \quad R_2] = \begin{cases} [R_a \quad R_c] & \text{if } \frac{\bar{q}_2}{\bar{q}_1} > \xi \\ [R_b \quad R_b] & \text{if } \frac{\xi^{-1}}{\xi} < \frac{\bar{q}_2}{\bar{q}_1} \leq \xi \\ [R_c \quad R_a] & \text{if } \frac{\xi}{\xi^{-1}} < \frac{\bar{q}_2}{\bar{q}_1} \end{cases}$$

(4)

with proposed empirically adjusted parameters $\xi = 1.25$, $R_a = 0.6$, $R_b = 1.5$ and $R_c = 2$ for the received complex signal power normalized to 1.

The curve of the metric presented in Fig. 2 was averaged over 8 different realizations, each having $N = 256$ samples.
2.2.2. Mean signal power
The second implemented metric is a simplified variant of the CMA-based metric. The mean power of samples at the input to the equalizer

\[ P = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} |p[k]|^2 \]  

(5)

is compared with the mean power of the signal after CD equalization and decimation to 1 sample/symbol stage. The post-decimation mean power, expressed in terms of signal \( q \) at the output of the CD equalizer is given by

\[ \hat{P} = \frac{2}{N} \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} |q[2k]|^2 \].

(6)

Next, \( J \) metric is found according to

\[ J[CD] = |P - \hat{P}| \],

(7)

and the estimated value of CD parameter is indicated by the maximum of the metric.

In Fig. 2 the estimated CD value is found at a minimum as the metric was mirrored along the horizontal line at 0.5. Block size chosen for this metric was \( N = 2048 \).

2.2.3. Eigenvalue spread
An alternative metric, operating with time domain samples, relies on inspection of eigenvalue spread of the autocorrelation matrix. The concept, reviewed in [8], has not been used previously in relation to CD monitoring.

This metric uses samples from the CD equalizer after performing decimation to 1 sample/symbol.

The eigenvalue spread \( \chi \) of the autocorrelation matrix \( R \) is a quantitative measure of signal distortion. Specifically, \( R \) is the following Toeplitz matrix of size \( L \times L \)

\[ R = \begin{bmatrix}
  r(0) & r^*(1) & \cdots & r^*(L-1) \\
  r(1) & r(0) & \cdots & r^*(L-2) \\
  \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
  r(L-1) & r(L-2) & \cdots & r(0)
\end{bmatrix} \]  

(8)

where \( r \) is the autocorrelation of the signal \( q \) calculated as

\[ r(m) = \sum_{k=L}^{N-1} q[2k] q^*[2(k-m)] \]  

(9)

and * denotes complex conjugate. The eigenvalue spread of the autocorrelation matrix and the CD metric itself is then defined as

\[ J[CD] = \chi(R) = \frac{\lambda_{\text{max}}}{\lambda_{\text{min}}} \],

(10)

where \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \) and \( \lambda_{\text{min}} \) are eigenvalues of \( R \) with the largest and the smallest magnitudes respectively. If the dispersion was correctly compensated, the autocorrelation matrix is well-conditioned and the spread of eigenvalues approaches the theoretical minimum at 1. Otherwise, the matrix is ill-conditioned and the spread is significantly larger than that. This approach allows for construction of a minimum-search metric.
An engineering rule for the autocorrelation matrix size producing good results was found to be
\[ L = \frac{CD_{\text{max}} - CD_{\text{min}}}{75}, \]
(11)
where in the numerator the maximum and minimum values of \( CD \) parameter (expressed in ps/nm) in the range of interest are used (units neglected). It should be noted that eigenvalues computation is an expensive task in terms of required processing power and, therefore, practical use of this metric might be limited.

In the curve shown in Fig. 2, block size was chosen to be \( N = 16384 \) and matrix size \( L = 53 \).

2.2.4. Frequency spectrum autocorrelation

The last metric, frequency spectrum autocorrelation, uses post-equalization samples before the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) block. This method was studied in simulation in \cite{4}. It uses signal \( Q \), which is the frequency domain representation of the CD equalizer output after multiplication with the filtering function \( H_{\text{CD}} \) as presented in Fig. 1. First, a discrete circular autocorrelation is computed
\[ U[m] = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} \text{csgn}(\bigcirc_m(Q[k])) \cdot Q^*[k], \]
(12)
where \( \bigcirc_m(Q) \) is a circular shift operator that circularly shifts vector \( Q \) by \( m \) positions (\( m \in \mathbb{N} \)) and csgn is a complex extension of the sign function \( \text{sgn} \), defined as \( \text{csgn}(x) = \text{sgn}(\Re(x)) + i\text{sgn}(\Im(x)) \), with \( \Re \) and \( \Im \) denoting, respectively, real and imaginary part of a complex number. It is not necessary for \( m \) to cover all possible shifts and thus \( m \) ranging from \( -\left\lfloor \frac{0.7N}{2} \right\rfloor \) up to \( \left\lfloor \frac{0.7N}{2} \right\rfloor \) has been used.

The metric function \( J[CD] \) for a single CD value under test is then calculated as
\[ J[CD] = \sum_m |U[m]|^2, \]
(13)
where summation over \( m \) covers all applied circular shifts.

The metric curve shown in Fig. 2 was obtained after averaging 20 realizations, each calculated from a block \( Q \) of size \( N = 256 \) samples as to smoothen the obtained curve.

3. Experimental setup

In order to experimentally prove that CD monitoring with the investigated approach is feasible, we use a single branch of a PDM-QPSK transmitter, as outlined in Fig. 3. A pattern generator provides the in-phase and quadrature inputs to the optical modulator at a bit rate of 20 Gbit/s resulting in a 40 Gbit/s QPSK optical signal. In order to test the monitoring algorithms for different magnitudes of CD affecting the signal, two cases are investigated: the back-to-back case (CD negligibly small) and transmission over 80 km of standard single-mode fiber (SSMF) with a dispersion coefficient of approximately 16 ps/nm/km, yielding 1280 ps/nm accumulated CD in total. Back-to-back trial was performed to test if the monitoring algorithm works correctly in a CD-free channel. As the next step, optical noise is added to the signal, varying the optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) from 24 dB, down to 12 dB. An EDFA preamplifier and an attenuator just before the receiver is used to keep the power entering a 100G coherent receiver at a constant level equal to \( -10 \) dBm. The local oscillator (LO) is tuned to 1548.88 nm and the signal wavelength is less than 100 MHz apart. The signal and LO lasers are distributed feedback (DFB) narrow linewidth lasers (NLLs). Digital storage oscilloscope (DSO) is used to capture the voltage signal after conversion from optical to electrical domain. Traces are stored and processed offline.
Fig. 3. Experimental setup of the transmission system. CW: continuous wave laser, PRBS: pseudorandom binary sequence generator, PC: polarization controller, PBC: polarization beam combiner, EDFA: erbium-doped fiber amplifier, ASE loading: amplified spontaneous emission noise loading, VOA: variable optical attenuator.

Fig. 4. BER vs. OSNR curves for each metric under investigation. *Preset*: reference line based on a priori known CD filter, *CMA*: constant modulus algorithm, *Pav*: mean signal power, *Eig. spread*: eigenvalue spread, *Freq. AC*: frequency spectrum autocorrelation.

4. Experimental results

Figure 4 shows bit error rate (BER) curves after demodulation of the traces using an equalizer driven by the monitoring module, where *Preset* is a reference line showing performance of the receiver when CD filter is manually set with an a priori known CD value of either 0 ps/nm (Fig. 4a) or 1280 ps/nm (Fig. 4b). Remaining lines show the performance of the receiver for different CD metrics as OSNR is varied for both transmission distances. It may be observed that regardless of the CD distortion present in the channel, lines depart only to a very small extent from the reference *Preset* line. This shows that both: each metric and the CD DSP monitor itself are reliable enough as not to introduce any penalty when compared to a CD filter with a fixed CD value. The FIR filter used for polarization demultiplexing is too short to compensate CD after 80 km of fiber transmission; effectively only residual CD is mitigated via the FIR filter, while bulk of the dispersion is removed by the FDE CD equalizer driven by the monitoring module. It is necessary to point out that this proof-of-concept works satisfactory with single polarization QPSK signal and it should be scalable to PDM-QPSK as CD affects both polarizations equally.

5. Conclusions

We experimentally demonstrated the use of DSP OPM algorithms for CD compensation and estimation module preceding timing recovery stage. This allows for an autonomous opera-
tion of a digital coherent receiver in a dispersion non-compensated coherent transport network. To the best of our knowledge this is the first demonstration showing feasibility of the presented receiver arrangement and algorithms in experimental setting. We found out that the four different metrics for assessing dispersion mitigation provide reliable estimations of CD so as no penalty is observed when compared to a CD filter whose value was fixed prior to the transmission.
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